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1. 1 . Basic aim
Ever since the advent of the practical industrial gas turbine, engineers have
been intrigued with the possibility of utilizing the large amounts of thermal
energy normally wasted in the exhaust gases of the cycle. Even in the regenera-
tive gas turbine cycle, huge quantities of combustion gases are exhausted at
temperatures considerably above that of the surrounding atmosphere.
From time to time there have appeared in the literature various schemes
for combining a steam cycle with the gas turbine cycle in such a manner
as to utilize a sizable portion of this waste energy. The efficiencies claimed for
these schemes are usually quite high in comparison with the usual gas turbine
or steam cycles in use today. The published literature, however, appears to
leave several questions only partially answered.
First, is there any basic thermodynamic reason why the combination steam
turbine-gas turbine cycle should be superior in efficiency to either cycle
taken separately?
Second, do any of the previously proposed schemes represent the optimum
obtainable? The proposals are usually fairly concrete, with fixed temperatures
and pressures for both the steam and gas turbine portions of the cycle. Are
these combinations of temperature and pressure the best for the number and
arrangement of components selected? Are there perhaps other arrangements
of the same components which are more effective?
Third, can really high efficiencies actually be obtained with a reasonable size
and cost of plant 1. Numerous theoretical cycles have been devised which are
thermodynamically sound, but which cannot be reduced to workable machin-
ery. Of those which are workable, some are not economically sound. For
example, the Ericsson hot air engine ran well and at phenomenally high
efficiency for its day; but it was so huge and expensive in comparison to its
useful output that it was never of practical value.
This study is an investigation of the above questions.
1.2. Preliminary thermodynamic analysis
Let us initially consider the first question. What is the basic thermodynamic


























Figure 1 contains T-s representations of several ideal cycles. The first is
a typical ideal gas turbine cycle — two isobars and two isentropics— operating
between the limiting temperatures of 600 C and 20 C, for an assumed pressure
ratio of 6. The mean temperature levels of heat supplied to and heat rejected
by the cycle are also indicated. These are the effective temperatures in de-
termining cycle efficiency. Alongside is illustrated a Carnot cycle operating
between the same effective temperatures, and hence with the same efficiency
(39%).
The mean temperature of heat transfer may be determined from the de-
finition of entropy: ,
d s = ^» (i.i)
or Fp
_ J ^9rev / 1 .> \
'" jds [ '
where dqrev = increment of heat reversibly transferred (kj/kg)
T = absolute temperature at which the heat transfer occurs (C)
ds = increment of entropy (kj/kg C)
Next illustrated is a typical ideal steam (Rankine) cycle between the same
temperature limits, together with its mean temperatures of heat supplied and
heat rejected, and the corresponding Carnot cycle (efficiency = 47%).
The significant feature of these illustrations is that, even though the gas
turbine and steam cycles operate between the same temperature limits, the
average temperature at which heat is supplied to the gas turbine cycle is
markedly higher than that of the steam cycle. Conversely, the mean tem-
perature of heat rejection from the steam cycle is considerably lower than that
of the gas turbine cycle.
The Carnot efficiency is
rpiS rpy my
Vc= juF = l
~Y^- ( 1>3 )
Therefore, for maximum efficiency we desire the mean temperature at
which heat is supplied to be as high as possible (the gas turbine cycle), and
the mean temperature at which heat is rejected to be as low as possible (steam
cycle).
Herein lies the inherent advantage of the combined steam turbine-gas
turbine cycle. In its simplest form, heat is supplied to the gas turbine portion
of the combined cycle at a relatively high temperature level. The energy
exhausted by the gas turbine is still at a high temperature level - - high
enough to allow it to be transferred to the steam portion of the cycle, which
inherently receives heat at a low mean temperature. The heat finally rejected
from the combined cycle leaves at the lowest possible temperature — that of
the sink.
Another favorable feature is that in practice the upper temperature limit
for the working fluid in a gas turbine is considerably above that of the steam
cycle— currently about 200 C higher. Since the heat is transferred to the steam
cycle through metal tube walls in the steam generator, it would appear that
metallurgical considerations will severely limit development towards higher
maximum temperatures for this cycle. For the gas turbine, however, blade
cooling is rapidly nearing practicality, enhancing the possibihty of much
higher maximum cycle temperatures. This will also probably result in higher
mean exhaust temperatures, as illustrated by the right hand cycles of figure 1.
If we reduce the pressure ratio of this last cycle to just under 4, we will
slightly lower the mean temperature of heat supplied and raise the mean
temperature at which heat is rejected. If the abcissa of the T-s diagram is
changed from entropy per unit mass (s) to total entropy (S), and if we adjust
the mass rates of flow so that the rate of flow in the gas turbine portion of
the cycle is about 5 1 /3 times that in the steam portion, we can represent one
variation of the combined cycle as illustrated in figure 2. The mean tempera-
ture at which heat is supplied to the cycle is 792 K; and heat is rejected only
at 293 K. This would indicate an ideal efficiency (for the corresponding Carnot
cycle) of about 63% — considerably higher than for either cycle alone.
There is, however, an incidental loss in available energy in the transfer
of energy from the gas turbine portion of the cycle to the steam portion, since
the isobar of heat rejection of the former does not coincide with the isobar
of heat supplied to the latter (figure 2). This transfer of heat across a finite
temperature difference results in an increase in entropy, and hence in a loss
in available energy. In the practical case, these isobars must have a finite se-
paration at all points, since a finite temperature difference is required for heat
transfer. This is the weakness of the combined cycle. If this separation can
be kept small, the combined cycle is intrinsically better from an efficiency view-
point than either of its component cycles, since it combines a high mean
temperature for heat supplied to the cycle with a minimum temperature for
heat rejected. If practical size and cost of heat transfer equipment require
that this separation be very large, the combined cycle's inherent advantage
may be nullified.
The evaluation of the cycle thus becomes one of engineering economics —
of careful evaluation of all cycle losses on a practical engineering basis. To
this end the following chapters are devoted.
1.3. Units and symbols
The Giorgi or meter-kilogram-second (MKS) system is undoubtedly the











calculations, except where otherwise stated. The units used have been ab-
breviated as follows:
C degrees Centigrade






ata atmospheres of pressure, absolute (1 ata = 1.013 X 10 5 kg/msec 2 )
The following symbols of general meaning have been used:
= equals
= equals by definition
& approximately equals
/ does not equal
~ proportional to
A dot over a quantity indicates the time rate of flow or change of that
quantity. E. g., mg indicates the mass rate of flow of combustion gases in
kg/sec.
The mean value of a quantity is indicated by a dash over the symbol
denoting that quantity. E. g., T indicates a mean absolute temperature.
Equations are numbered by chapters, and the numbers are enclosed in
parentheses. E. g., (1.3) indicates the third equation of chapter I. The numbers
in square brackets [] refer to the references listed in appendix C. All other
symbols are defined as occurring. For convenience, a summary of these symbols
may be found in appendix B.
II. Gas Turbine
II.l. General
For preliminary cycle calculations of a comparative nature, investigators
of gas turbine or combined steam turbine-gas turbine cycles frequently assume
a constant gas turbine efficiency. For more accurate calculations, intended
to indicate quantitively what might be commercially obtainable in practical
installations, certain refinements are necessary. Loss of working fluid through
the labyrinth packings, loss of available energy due to incomplete conversion
of turbomachinery exit velocity to pressure, and the influence of component
pressure ratio — as expressed by the reheat factor — are examples of factors
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which should be taken into consideration. More important still is the reduction
in gas turbine efficiency (as opposed to overall cycle efficiency) occasioned by
an increase in inlet temperature.
Early studies, on the basis of constant turbine efficiency, laid great stress
on the advantages of higher turbine inlet temperatures. As the gas turbine
developed, however, it became evident that practical considerations greatly
limit the gains that formerly appeared so attractive. The loss of available
energy occasioned by the necessity of turbine and blade cooling greatly
reduces the cycle efficiency if ele vated turbine inlet temperatures are used -
especially for the straight gas turbine cycle, in which this energy often cannot
effectively be used elsewhere in the cycle. A higher temperature turbine also has
greater expansion problems, especially if appreciable cooling is used. This
necessitates larger blade clearances, with consequent deterioration of stage
efficiency. The thermal expansion problems also press the turbine designer
into greater use of highly loaded impulse blading, in lieu of the slightly more
efficient reaction blading, to take advantage of the decrease in turbine size
made possible by increasing the enthalpy drop per stage.
For this study, three separate turbine calculations are made. The simplest,
for 700 C turbine inlet temperature, is based upon present day commercial
practice for long life gas turbines. Hundreds of such turbines, in production
by a dozen different firms, are in operation today.
For 850 C maximum temperature, a more liberal use of cooling air and a
lower stage efficiency have been assumed. The results obtained by use of this
turbine calculation may be considered as the upper limit of present day
practice. Higher temperatures are in daily use for aircraft and small mobile
or portable gas turbines, but only where efficiency or turbine life are secondary
considerations. On the other hand, long life relatively high efficiency turbines
with inlet temperatures in the vicinity of 800 C are now in commercial pro-
duction [3]; and experimental long-life turbines with still higher temperatures
are in operation.
An attempt has also been made to predict the probable results which
may be obtained in the near future with a gas turbine inlet temperature
of 1000 C. Many approaches to the problem of high inlet temperatures are
being investigated — ceramic and ceramel blading, effusion cooling, spray
cooling, and internal cooling of various types by air, water, and liquid metals —
to mention a few. It appears that the internally cooled blade is the nearest
to practical realization, since several actual turbines employing this solution
have been built and operated at temperatures up to 1200 C. Data from these
installations were used to calculate the 1000 C inlet temperature gas turbine
in this study.
The turbines can be calculated by use of the properties of dry air; but it
is perhaps more realistic to assume a combustion gas composition which is
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near the average of the conditions encountered in the cycle calculations. De-
fining x as the mass ratio of "pure" (stoichiometric) combustion gas to the
total combustion gas (stoichiometric combustion products plus excess air),
it will be noted that x will be generally higher for the higher inlet temperature
turbines. The following values of x are chosen as being near the mean of the





Here t is defined as the total gas temperature at the turbine inlet.
The gas properties are as recorded in the "is Tafel fur Verbrennungsgase",
developed by the Institut fur Thermische Turbomaschinen, Eidgenossische
Technische Hochschule, Zurich. The fuel used is 86% carbon, 12 1 /2 % hydrogen,
P/a % non-combustible components, with a lower heating value of 42,000 kj/kg.
The basic data for the above table is [23].
It is emphasized, however, that the results of this work are valid within
narrow limits for any type of fuel that can be burned in a gas turbine, whether
it be natural gas, fuel oil, or coal. It is necessary only to correct for the effi-
ciency of combustion (assumed to be 98% — see paragraph III.2); and in
certain of the combined cycles (paragraph VIII), for the minimum value of
excess air required to insure "complete" combustion.
II.2. Gas Turbine — Inlet Temperature 700 C
A uniform stage efficiency of 0.89 is assumed. Exit loss due to incomplete
conversion of exit velocity to pressure (£e ) is, from experience data, taken to
be 8.0 kj/kg. Mechanical losses for both compressor and gas turbine are assumed
to be l x /2 % of the specific internal gas turbine work (2^), in units of kj/kg.
Let:
LN = net turbine shaft work (kj/kg)
ma = mass of air flowing through the gas turbine cycle (kg)
m
f
= mass of fuel (kg)
m
g
= mass of combustion gases flowing through the turbine (kg)
/3 = loss of working fluid through labyrinth packing, expressed as percent-
age of mg (dimensionless)
7jm = mechanical efficiency (dimensionless)
A iT = actual enthalpy drop in the turbine (kj/kg)





or, per kilogram air:
77)
Li= ^{AiT -Q 2.2)
m
g
= (ma + m,)(\-P) (2.3)
In actual turbines, one finds that the packing losses can be held to a figure
that approximates the additional mass added to the air stream by the burning
of fuel. Equation (2.4) thus becomes
Lt = (AiT-U ( 2 -5 )
and LN = r]rn Li (2.6)
Let:
Subscripts:
cp = mean specific heat at constant pressure (kj/kg C)
p = absolute pressure (kg/msec2 )
R = gas constant (m2/sec2 C)
T = absolute temperature (C)
v — specific volume (m3/kg)
{A iT )s = isentropic turbine enthalpy drop (kj/kg)
r] i
= turbine internal efficiency (dimensionless)
7]p
= polytropic efficiency (dimensionless)
r]
st
= efficiency of turbine stage (dimensionless)
k = isentropic exponent (dimensionless)
IJ = turbine pressure ratio (dimensionless)
IJ
sl
= stage pressure ratio (dimensionless)





refers to initial condition
e
refers to condition at turbine exit
s
refers to condition after isentropic expansion
From the definition of turbine internal efficiency:
Air^rjiiAi^ (2.7)
and from the definition of the mean specific heat at constant pressure
:
(AiT )a = cp (T -Ta)=cp T T»i (2.8)
The errors involved in treating the turbine gases as a perfect gas are in-
significant, provided care is taken always to evaluate cp and k at the same
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temperature. From the relationships pv = RT and pvK = constant, for an












The curves of xF
e
= f(IJ, k) furnished in [47] were used to calculate (A iT )s
By the definition of the reheat factor:
Vi = Vst^+p) = vP ( l +p)n,n






where (l+/>)oo/7 is the reheat factor for a turbine with essentially an infinite
number of stages, operating through a total pressure ratio 77. (l+p)oo./7, is
the same for a total pressure ratio of 77








and (1 +p)oo,nsi is calculated from the same formula substituting 77s< for 77.
(See appendix A.)
The stage pressure ratio is estimated by use of a wheel speed w«-;200m/s,
and a turbine velocity ratio
v =-= = 0.65 (2.12)
1/2 A i
s
II.3. Gas Turbine — Inlet Temperature 850 C
By the generous use of air for root cooling and for film cooling of the
turbine discs and walls, and by the use of either air or water to cool the initial
stator blading, long life gas turbines with inlet temperatures approaching
850 C are possible. There will, however, be additional losses, due to (a) by-
passing of the earlier stages by some of the cooling air, the volume of which
will be considerably larger than in the 700 C turbine, (b) greater leakage losses
through the necessarily larger clearances, (c) use of impulse blading rather
than the slightly more efficient reaction blading, and (d) other smallsacrifices
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in efficiency which may be necessary to ease construction problems or save
costly materials in a turbine designed for such a high inlet temperature.
Accordingly this turbine's overall thermodynamic characteristics are cal-
culated in two parts. The first portion, from a total gas temperature of 850 C
to 700 C, is assumed to have an internal efficiency of 0.86. The 850 C initial
temperature is calculated as the temperature that would be obtained if the
cooling air and hot gases mixed thoroughly before entering the turbine. Thus
the main gas stream leaving the combustion chamber will actually be at a
temperature somewhat greater than 850 C.
Since more fuel is required to attain the 850 C initial temperature, an
x = 0.27 is assumed. For impulse blading, v = 0.5 is used. In all other respects
this first portion is calculated as was the turbine for t — 700 C.
For the second portion, from a total gas temperature of 700 C to exit, exactly
the same assumptions and procedure are used as for the complete turbine
with t = 700 C; except that x = 0.27 is used.
II.4. Gas Turbine — Inlet Temperature 1000 C
a) Development of basic equations for heat transferred in cooling
Definitions (see also figure 3):
b = blade chord (m)
cn = axial component of gas velocity (m/sec)
D
t ,
Dm , D = inner, mean, outer diameter of the blade rows (m)
Fb = total heat transfer surface for a blade row (m2 )
F
I
= heat transfer surface of the blading proper (m 2 )
Fn = heat transfer surface of the cylindrical housing and rotor sur-
faces between the blade roots and blade tips (m 2 )
FU1 = heat transfer surface of the cylindrical housing and rotor sur-
faces in the clearance space between the blade rows (m2 )
h
g
= mean gas side heat transfer coefficient (kj/Csecm2 )
I = blade length (m)
m
g
= mass rate of gas flow (kg/sec)
Q = heat transferred per unit time (kj/sec)
q = heat transferred in cooling process, per unit mass of gas (kj/kg)
~t
q
= mean total gas temperature (C)
tw = mean wall temperature (C)
a = direction of gas velocity relative to fixed blades (°)
j8 = direction of gas velocity relative to moving blades (°)
S„ = axial clearance between blade rows (m)
77 = 3.14159
t = blade pitch (m)




= conditions at stage entrance
= conditions between rotor and stator blade rows
= conditions at rotor blading (stage) exit
= belonging to stationary blade row (nozzles)
= belonging to moving blade row (buckets)
Fig. 3. Blading symbols.
For a single blade row, the heat transferred from the gas stream to the
blades is
Q = hg Fb (tg -tJ (2.13)
Here the mean gas side heat transfer coefficient (h
g )
contains not only the con-
vective heat transfer, but also any minor heat transfer by radiation from the
gas stream to the metal surfaces concerned. In turn
Fb = FI + FI1 + Ful (2.14)
We can express the surface of the blading in terms of blade length and
chord by
F1 = constant x b x I X number of blades
Ybl (^) (2.15)
Let us now consider the outer and inner boundaries of the passage between
two rotor blades. The inner boundary is a portion of the rotor, and the gas
stream flows by this surface and past the blade surfaces with the relative
velocity w. The surface between the blade tips may be either moving (if shroud-
ing is used) or stationary. Shrouded blading is assumed, and the gas thus
sweeps past all boundaries with the same velocity.
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The shrouding also extends a certain distance into the axial clearance space
both before and after the rotor blades. The heat transfer is calculated as though
the shrouding extended over the entire axial clearance space following the
blade row, and did not extend at all into the clearance space preceding the
row. This simplifying assumption should have negligible effect on the accuracy
of the calculation of the total heat transferred in the cooling process. Similarly,
all boundary surfaces of the stator blading and of the following axial clearance
space are assumed to be stationary.
These assumptions have been made to keep the calculations from becoming
unnecessarily complicated. It is to be noted that the ratio F^.F^Fm would
be approximately the same as if no shrouding were used; and that, in the
mean, approximately the same total areas would be swept by gases at appro-
ximately the same temperatures and velocities. Therefore, any inaccuracies
introduced by these simplifying assumptions are considered smaller than the
inaccuracies of the basic heat transfer data.
By laying out representative blade profiles, one can see that the area Fu
for the section of the stator row through Dm can be approximated by multi-
plying the blade perimeter by —^-^ (see, e. g., figure 3). The sum of the areas
of the inner and outer boundary surfaces will be approximately twice that of
the area Fu at a section through Dm , or
J-n-tWTim^fcN (2.16)
(For the rotor blading, sin /32 is to be substituted for sino^.)
The bounding cylindrical surfaces in the clearance spaces following each
blade row will be approximated by
FIll =7rBa (Da+Di)=:2rr8aDm (2.17)
Finally
(2.18)Fb = Fl + Fn + Flu = 7rDm l^Y^ + ^smoc iy2
8
j
The flow rate of the combustion gases, in kg/sec, is
fogSs
w9m le» (2.19)
Combining (2.13), (2.18), and (2.19) to obtain the heat transferred per
kilogram of working fluid:
The expression in square brackets is dependent only on the geometry of the




v/ 6 b • \ A (2.21)
q = ~Qhg (tg -tw ) (2.22)
The mean gas side heat transfer coefficient for the surfaces concerned
must be experimentally determined. It is generally expressed in the literature
in terms of the dimensionless Nusselt number (Nu). Nu is known to be a func-
tion of the Reynolds number (Re), and is generally approximately proportional
to the cube root of the Prandtl number (Pr) [8], [28].
In contrast to the effect of Prandtl number, no single-valued relationship
between Nu and Re, valid for all turbines and cascades, appears to have yet
been established. The location of the transition point from laminar to turbulent
flow appears to be particularly important. With like Reynolds number, this
transition will vary with different profiles; and will be affected by the amount
of turbulence before the blading, by deviation of gas flow from the optimum
angle of attack, and by other conditions in the turbine or cascade.
If the boundary layer is fully laminar, Nu ~Re -5 . If it is fully turbulent,
Nu~Re -8 [33]. Experimentally measured values on actual blading lie some-
where between the above. Since the flow in a turbine is usually somewhat
more turbulent than in a wind tunnel cascade, the turbines generally show
a markedly higher Nusselt number.
On the basis of cascade measurements, it might also appear that impulse
blading has a higher Nu than has reaction blading for the same Reynolds
number. Nevertheless, some reaction bladings have a higher heat transfer
coefficient than some impulse bladings. Further, since the published results
are as yet rather meager, no definite conclusions in this respect appear ad-
visable.
Therefore, for either impulse or reaction blading, the following relationship
has been selected for use in estimating the heat transferred in cooling the high
temperature gas turbine:
Nu = 0.113Re°- 7 Pr1/3 (2.23)
or for Pr constant at 0.7:
Nu = 0.lRe - 7 (2.24)
This relationship is well within the region of the various published results
correlated by Smith [42], [43], and Ellerbrock [8]. In addition, it is appro-
ximately that of the almost identical results reported on independent investiga-
tions of actual turbines by the U. S. National Advisory Committee on Aero-
nautics [8], and by the British National Gas Turbine Establishment [33].
Actually, for a purely thermodynamic investigation of the combined steam
turbine-gas turbine cycle, the exact determination of the cooling heat trans-
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ferred is not nearly so important as for the gas turbine cycle alone. In the
straight gas turbine cycle, wherein it is frequently impractical to utilize the
heat of cooling elsewhere in the cycle, this energy may be lost. In the com-
bined cycle a significant percentage of the available energy of the cooling heat
is converted to useful work in the steam portion of the cycle. Thus any errors
in calculating the cooling heat have much reduced effect on the calculated
overall efficiency.
In calculating Nu, Re and Pr, an attempt must be made to select a charac-
teristic length I and to so evaluate the gas properties and measure the relative
velocity that the resulting values best correlate with the experimental data.
It is interesting to note that although Smith [42], [43], Ellerbrock [8], and
Ainley [33] have each made different selections in this regard, the resulting
relationships between Nu and Re are not much different. Therefore, the






For the stator blading:






fj. v sin ol1
(since, from figure 3, c„ = c 1 sino : x = M?2 sinj82 )











Symbols in the above, not previously defined:
c
x
= exit velocity from nozzle (stationary) blading (m/sec)
w2 = relative exit velocity from buckets (moving blading) (m/sec)
y = density (kg/m3 )
A = thermal conductivity (kj/mCsec)
H = viscosity (kg/m sec)
The gas properties A and \x are to be evaluated at the average wall tempera-
ture (tw ). The density (or specific volume) is to be evaluated at the mean of
the blading entrance and exit pressures, and at the mean of the wall tempera-
ture and the total temperature of the gas stream.
Since the heat transfer takes place through the boundary layer, the gas
temperature (tg) to be used in the calculations should be that sensed by the
outer surface of the boundary layer. Since the boundary layer is practically
at rest (in relationship to the blade wall) this will be in the neighborhood of
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the total temperature — i. e., the temperature existing after the kinetic
energy of the gas stream has been fully converted to thermal energy. The




t+^xYT (2 - 29 )
where t = mean temperature of the gas stream without correction for gas
velocity
In correlating the experimental data from the high temperature cooled
turbine [33], it was found that negligible error was introduced by utilizing
t + -g— = t*\ at each point on the blade surface,
and this procedure has been followed in these calculations. Thus the arith-
metic mean total temperature for the stator blading is
;,_ *o* + *i*
_







Combining (2.25) with (2.22):
V~h*-£- (2.31)
q = -^Q(ig-tjm (2.32)
and introducing the chosen Nu-Re relationship (2.24):
q = 0.l^\Q(tg -tw)B,e^ (2.33)
Substituting the definition of Re, (2.26) or (2.27), and Q (2.21):
r v ' i
(ig -tw ) (2.34)
(As previously, in this and in the following heat transfer equations, for the
rotor blading sin/32 is to be substituted for sin <xv )
b) Dimensionless representations of heat transfer
In equation (2.34), all the normally independently variable design para-
meters are explicitly represented. It is also of interest, however, to transform
the heat transfer equation to enable direct determination of the influence of
variation of certain commonly used dimensionless parameters.
















= isentropic enthalpy drop for the stage or the blade row under con-
sideration (kj/kg). gp is similarly defined as the cooling factor for an infinitesi-
mal stage.








' = cp T n












If, in the argument leading to equations (2.9) and (2.10), instead of the
previously assumed isentropic expansion we substitute the polytropic expan-
sion represented by pv 11 = constant, we arrive at
n-l
Ai' = cp T I toy (2.40)
As developed in appendix A, the reciprocal of equation (a. 28), for the cooled
turbine stage:
Or for the nozzle blading alone:
(2.42)
where the polytropic efficiency for the blading (r)p ') is defined as for the un-
cooled turbine. The entire isentropic enthalpy drop is the algebraic sum of
the increase in kinetic energy of the gas molecules ( * ,2
°
) > ^ea^ transferred
in cooling (q'), and energy dissipated by friction.
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Denoting the gas velocities entering and leaving the stator blading by c
and c
x







The friction energy is




















whence (Cr") 2 = (Cr') 2|^ = (Cr') 277V (^'+ ^' ) (2.47)
-* i
From the foregoing equations we can express the enthalpy drop in the
stator dimensionlessly by
At 1




with a similar expression for
—^ .
It is sometimes desired to express the heat of cooling (q) dimensionlessly
in terms of wheel speed (u) rather than the isentropic enthalpy drop (A i
s ).




The work (L) of the stage is equal to the mean rotor blade peripheral
velocity (u), multiplied by the change in the peripheral component of the
absolute velocities entering and leaving the moving blades. Denoting the
peripheral components by the subscript u, and the absolute velocities entering
and leaving the rotor blades by c
x
and c 2 ,
L = u(cUl -cU2 ) (2.50)
Expressing the velocities in a dimensionless form by deviding by u












Vst Ais = 2ACu—
Or, as long as -q
sl and the velocity triangle remain unchanged










Similar reasoning holds for q' and q" in relation to £' and £", as calculated
by equations (2.38) and (2.39).
If desired, we can express £ land hence -jr.A directly in terms of the Crocco
























(Re') -3 (Cr') 2 (<7X
2
- <7 2 ) T sin ttl
0.143^/ (*/-*,/')





To evaluate the above equations numerically, certain assumptions must










= axial component of gas flow (dimensionless)
W = gas velocity relative to moving blading (dimensionless)
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The meanings of all symbols are made clearer by use of figure 4. The small
letters denote velocities in meters/second. The capital letters denote the same
velocities expressed dimensionlessly by dividing by u. For simplicity of cal-
culation, u and the velocity triangle are assumed constant throughout the
water cooled portion of the turbine; i. e., from a total gas temperature of
1000 C at inlet until the total temperature has dropped to 700 C. At this
point the water-cooled turbine is terminated, and a separate "uncooled" turbine
identical to that calculated in paragraph II. 2 is assumed.
Velocity Triangle
Fig. 4. Turbine velocity triangle.
For the impulse turbine the following velocity triangle is assumed:
rk = 0.2; ACU =1.8; Gn = 0.55
For the reaction turbine:






C* - (V + w2* - hv cu * - Cu? + WJ - wv









Whence rk = i_
C
"' + C^ (2.65)
From the above the following are calculated:
rk ACU cn cux c 1 °m2 °2 — °0 £
Impulse 0.2 1.8 0.55 1.7 1.787 0.1 0.559 1.440
Reaction 0.5 1.2 0.55 1.1 1.230 0.1 0.559 0.600
w w\ W" U<l W2 2
!
a l a2 = a
Impulse 0.7 0.890 -1.1 1.230 0.360 17°58' 79°42'
Reaction 0.1 0.559 -1.1 1.230 0.600 26° 34' 79° 42'
A A sino^ sin]82 (sinaj - 7 (sinj82 ) - 7 L = u2AC u
Impulse 38° 9' 26° 34' 0.3078 0.4472 0.438 0.569 1.8 u2
Reaction 79° 42' 26° 34' 0.4472 0.4472 0.569 0.569 l.2u2
Several modern thick (because of the necessity of providing adequate
space for cooling holes) profiles were selected, and perimeters and chords were
measured to determine typical values of Y. For a flat plate with no camber
y= 2; but as can be seen from the below table, even for very thick profiles
with large camber, Y does not show a large variation.
For a given a and c^ (or j3x and /32 ), there exists a narrow region within
which the ratio of blade length to blade pitch (6/t) produces the lowest losses.
These most favorable ratios have been determined by extensive tests; the
below values are those reproduced in [47]:
Y 6/r
Impulse nozzles 2.5 1.42
Impulse buckets 2.67 1.56
Reaction blading 2.33 1.35
Before each blade row a certain axial clearance (S
tt ) is required to allow
disturbances from the preceding row to be smoothed out somewhat before
impingement on the blades following. In general 8a /b «a 0.3. hjl = bjlxhjb.
Whence 8JI = O.Sb/l (2.66)
bjl in turn is arbitrarily taken equal to 0.5 for the first row of stationary
blading. For succeeding rows one calculates as follows:
From continuity considerations:
.
Dm 7rlcn 7rDm lc n p
RT constant (2.67)








Therefore n . = 1
RT
If u is held constant throughout the turbine, Dm is constant and, for cons-
tant b:
.£.
V (l) p T'
I - (by p' t
(!)
(2.68)
One also needs an absolute value of b, which is of course proportional to
the size of the turbine. Fortunately this value enters into the heat transfer
equations — (2.34), (2.35), (2.38), (2.39), (2.60) and (2.61) — only to the power
0.3. Its direct influence is thereby greatly reduced, and selection of a typical
value will not too greatly impair the accuracy of the calculations as applied
to other turbine sizes, b = 50 mm is therefore selected.
Due to the paucity of experience data, one is upon somewhat uncertain
ground when it comes to assuming an average wall temperature (tw ). This
will depend in great measure on the rate of heat removal from the inside of
the blade. A successful cooling system will maintain a fairly even wall tem-
perature at the highest practicable level which is consistent with metallurgical
requirements.
On the basis of the data published for water cooled blading by Smith [42],
and upon the experiences of Schmidt [40], [43], the average wall temperature
has been taken at 500 C for the rotor and the rotor blading, and at 700 C for
the more lightly loaded stationary blading and stator.
With this difference in temperature between stationary and rotating parts,
some heat will be transferred to the rotor and rotor blading by radiation from
the hotter stationary metal. However, on the basis of the calculations of Brown
[2] and Smith [42], for the temperatures selected the radiant heat transfer
will be negligible in comparison with the convective heat transfer.
The calculations in this work, although based upon average wall tempera-
tures attained by the use of water cooled blades, will hold equally well for
other types of blade cooling — provided these wall temperatures can be
maintained and provided that the heat of cooling is eventually utilized in
the generation of steam for the steam portion of the combined cycle.
The methods which appear to be closest to practical realization are:
1) Schmidt's natural convection method [40], [43]. The radial holes in the
blades are closed at the outer end and open to a "steam drum" in the rotor's
center. Blade speed is such that the water in the blades is near critical pressure.
The method thus takes advantage of the very large changes in specific volume
at small temperature differences in the vicinity of the critical point, and of
the high centrifugal force field produced by the rapidly rotating rotor and
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blading, to induce very high circulation velocities and hence high heattransfer
rates in the blade internal cooling holes. Very pure water is required to prevent
scale and the build up of sludge and deposits in the outer ends of the holes.
Two experimental units have been built, and a commercial machine is soon
to be in operation.
2) The "thermal syphon" method [4]. The cavities within the blade are
completely enclosed, and when cool contain about 2% by volume of the cooling
liquid (generally water or a low boiling point metal). The blades are cooled
at the roots, where cooling is mechanically much simpler, by a separate
coolant (e. g., by the water which is the working medium in the steam cycle).
The liquid in the cavity flows outward, wetting the internal walls and cooling
them as it evaporates. The vapor recondenses at the cooled root, and repeats
the cycle. Aside from simplifying the mechanical problems of cooling, the
method has the advantage that no foreign matter can enter the cooling cavity
— thus obviating in-service difficulties due to stoppage of blade cooling pass-
ages or decrease in heat transfer rates caused by deposit build-up.
3) Direct cooling by circulating liquids through internal blade passages.
Liquid metals have exceedingly high heat transfer coefficients [1]. A great
deal of research on this method of cooling is being done in connection with
production of power by atomic energy. This research is producing experience
data and handling procedures which will enable rapid application of this
cooling method to the field of gas turbine blade cooling.
The first numerical calculations are made at constant Reynolds number, to
determine the effect of varying Crocco number and the type of blading (impulse
vs reaction). Equations (2.60) and (2.61) are solved for both blading types
on the basis of the previously listed assumptions, a Reynolds number of
4 x 105 , and a varying Crocco number. The results are reproduced in figure 5.
The same equations are then solved for impulse blading alone, with varying
Reynolds number. The Reynolds number effect is thus illustrated by figure 6.
From these figures is evident that a high Crocco number (i. e., blade speed)
is advantageous from a cooling loss standpoint. A higher blade speed also
makes possible higher gas velocities, which means higher Reynolds number;
which, from figure 6, also reduces the heat transfer per kilogram of working
fluid. Finally, since for a given velocity triangle
L = u2 A Cu (2.52)
the work per stage is increased by increasing the Crocco number. This makes
a smaller turbine, and simplifies the mechanical problems engendered by the
relatively great temperature differences existing in a water cooled turbine.
The limit is, of course, the mechanical strength of the blades at the tem-
peratures involved, and of their attachments to the rotor. Using present long
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Fig. 6. Gas turbine stage cooling loss (by Reynolds and Crocco numbers).
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Figure 5 would also indicate a slight advantage for the impulse turbine.
Since gas velocities are higher for impulse blading, the Reynolds number
would also be higher, thus (from figure 6) somewhat increasing this advantage.
However, as future blade profiles are developed with heat transfer considera-
tions in mind, the lower velocities of the reaction blading may make possible
retention of laminar flow over a relatively greater portion of the profile, thus
offsetting the above advantages.
Inconclusive though these considerations may be, use of impulse blading
will in any case result in fewer stages, and hence a smaller turbine. At high
temperatures this is likely to be an overriding advantage, and all further
calculations have therefore been carried out for this type of blading.
In calculating the complete turbine, one notes that Q, Re, Cr, q and £
vary with each blade row. It is therefore more convenient to carry through
the heat transfer computations by the use of equation (2.34). Holding the
turbine initial temperature constant at 1000 C, various initial pressures are
selected, and the calculations carried out blade row by blade row — termin-
ating when the total gas temperature drops to 700 C. Here an exit loss (£f )
is assumed as previously; and expansion from the exit pressure to atmospheric
pressure is accomplished in a separate "uncooled" turbine.
The results of these calculations, giving q and | as a function of turbine
inlet pressure, are reproduced as figure 7.
The calculations of net turbine work and other characteristics of the turbine
are similar to those for the lower temperature turbines.
Curves of net work (LN) and exit temperature of the combustion gases
for all three turbines are reproduced as figures 8 and 9.
III. Other Gas Turbine Cycle Components
1 1 1. 1 . Compressor and Intercoolers
The compressor is calculated as an axial flow compressor with a stage effi-
ciency (r]
st ) of 90%. The temperature of the air at compressor entrance is
20 C. The air is assumed to be cooled to 35 C in the intercoolers. An exit loss
of 2.5 kj/kg (includes also any incidental pressure drop at entrance) is assumed.
Since the working medium is air, the data from Keenan and Kaye's "Gas
Tables" [23] may be \ised directly. The isentropic enthalpy rise is a simple
calculation from the tabulations of this reference.
Since the axial compressor enjoys a relatively low pressure rise per stage,
the correction for a finite number of stages is insignificant, and the polytropic
efficiency (i^
y) )
is approximately equal to the stage efficiency (r)
st ). Thus the
reheat factor, derived in a manner similar to that in appendix A.l for a turbine
is
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The compressor isentropic efficiency (rjc)s is then
Vsi
Symbol definitions are the same as in the preceding chapter.
Let:
A ic = total enthalpy rise in compressor (kj/kg)
(Aic )s = isentropic enthalpy rise in compressor (kj/kg)
Lc = compressor work (kj/kg)
le = exit loss (kj/kg)




Since the mechanical losses of the compressor (bearing friction, etc.) have
been lumped with the gas turbine mechanical losses,
Lc = Aic+Ze (3.4)
The compressor with intercoolers is calculated as a series of normal com-
pressors — the first with an entrance temperature of 20 C, and the following
compressors with an entrance temperature of 35 C. An exit loss is assumed
for each compressor. In addition a pressure loss of 2% I— = 0.021 is assumed
for each intercooler.
Practical design considerations presently limit the pressure ratio (77) to
between 6 and 10 for a non-cooled compressor on a single shaft. Above these
pressure ratios two compressors in series, operating at different shaft speeds,
must be used,- and an exit loss assumed for each. For compressors of 77 < 6,
a single exit loss of 2.5 kj/kg is included in the calculations. For 77 > 10, an
additional exit loss at mid-pressure is assumed. These losses are quite small;
therefore, to avoid discontinuities, the "no intercooler" curve of figure 10 for
6 < 77 < 10 is simply faired in between these limiting points.
The curves of compressor work as a function of overall pressure ratio, for
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Fig. 10. Compressor work.
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Although higher pressure ratios have sometimes occasionally been used
in the later cycle calculations to yield a smooth curve, it is to be noted that
the great changes in specific volume impose severe design difficulties for plants
with pressure ratios of greater than 20 to 25.
It is sometimes suggested for the combined steam turbine - gas turbine
cycle that efficiency could be improved by utilizing the heat discarded in
the intercooler to partially pre-heat the steam generator feed water. This
gain is further analyzed in chapter VIII; but it is perhaps interesting here
to consider the effect of this innovation on the size of the intercooler.
To illustrate, let us take a compressor of overall pressure ratio = 10, with
a single intercooler at mid-pressure. The air temperature at intercooler inlet
is thus about 160 C. Assuming a cooling water inlet temperature of 20 C, and
an air exit temperature of 35 C, we have a minimum temperature difference
of 15 C, which has been found by experience to be economically feasible.
If we allow for 5 C rise in cooling water temperature, the logarithmic
mean temperature difference between water and air is 54 C. If, on the other
hand, we use the steam cycle condensate as a coolant, a 5 C temperature rise
is of little value. If we maintain a constant temperature difference of 15 C
between air and coolant throughout the intercooler, we can heat the condensate
to a temperature of 145 C. But since the heat transfer surface is inversely
proportional to the mean temperature difference, we have increased the size
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of the intercooler by the ratio r— , or about three and a half times. This larg
increase in intercooler size must be weighed against the thermodynamic gains
discussed in chapter VIII.
1 1 1.2. Combustion Chamber
In accordance with common practice for industrial gas turbines, a first
law efficiency of 98% is assumed for the combustion chamber. A pressure loss
of 2% (— = 0.02) is assumed. As these are commonly attained values, and
as there is not much chance of appreciable improvement for commercial
equipment, for the purposes of cycle analysis no further refinements in the
combustion chamber calculations are required.
III.3. Regenerator
Since a regenerative gas turbine cycle with a good regenerator effectiveness
has certain marked advantages over the simple cycle, particularly in efficiency,
the gas turbine regenerator has been the subject of intensive analysis. The
main aim has been to reduce the tremendous bulk and weight normally
associated with this piece of equipment. For the cycle analysis however,
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regardless of bulk, the required characteristics are the regenerator effective-
ness (rjR ) and the gas side and air side pressure drops.
For a regenerator of fixed size and physical configuration these characteris-
tics are not independent. The gas velocity is dependent primarily upon the
pressure drop; and higher velocities produce higher heat transfer rates and
consequently more favorable r/R . The heat transfer rate is also better by higher
gas density (higher absolute pressure); and, of course, by cleaner surfaces.
The above gives rise to the possibility of finding an optimum balance between
air side pressure drop, gas side pressure drop, and heat transfer surface arrange-
ment to obtain the best overall heat transfer coefficient (k), and hence the
best r]R for a given investment in cost.
Let us consider the above variables have been so adjusted as to give an




= specific heat at constant pressure (kj/kgC)
F = gas side heat transfer surface (m2 )
i = enthalpy (kj/kg)
k = heat transmission coefficient, gas to air (kj/secCm2 )
LN = net specific work of the cycle, per kilogram gas flow (kj/kg)
ma , mg = air, respectively gas, flow (kg/sec)
N = net power output of the cycle (kj/sec = KW)
Q = heat flow (kj/sec)
t = temperature (C)
A t = temperature difference, gas to air (C)
Vr
e
regenerator effectiveness = (dimensionless)
dimensionless temperature difference =
At
F—
Fig. 1 1 . Regenerator heat transfer diagram.
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Subscripts (refer figure 11):
2 = condition of air entering regenerator
3 = condition of air leaving regenerator
5 = condition of combustion gases entering regenerator
6 = condition of combustion gases leaving regenerator
Q = kF(At) = (i5 ~ i6) m(J = cPg (t5 -
1
6 )mg (3.5)
~ = ^*-y = ?*ie (3.6)m
g kAt k
v '




For mg cPf &ma cPa
At = (h-h) = (t6 -tz) (3.9)
v* - r^T = rr < 3 - 10 >
Q = ^~h _ h~h _ h~h _ Vr /o ii\
At t6 -t2 h-t1 _tA -t, ' l-rjR \ '
h ~t-i *5 — h
LN and N do not vary appreciably with small changes in r]R . If we assume k
held constant, it is evident that for small r)R a slight increase r)R does not
involve much increase in heat transfer surface (expressed in t?t^) • As r)R
approaches unity, however, a slight increase in 77^ requires a very large in-
crease in regenerator size. We thus have a very stringent economic limit on
the value of r]R .
The heat transmission coefficient (k), which we have here held constant,
actually varies with the fluid velocity past the heat transfer surfaces. This is
in turn dependent on the pressure drop. Pressure drop is also dependent on
regenerator size, and also influences the specific work output (LN ). These
may be related in various ways, and different variables held constant to
investigate their individual effects and to determine an optimum arrangement.
The resulting (and more exact) expressions will be considerable more compli-
cated than equation equation (3.12); but the general conclusion is the same.
In the final analysis, the selected value of r)R will also involve economic con-
siderations of fixed versus operating costs, load factor, etc.
With these factors in mind, regenerative gas turbine cycles for industrial
use under high load factor generally have a regenerator effectiveness and
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pressure drops in the neighborhood of the below values, which are selected
for use in this study:
Vr = 0-75
— (gas side) = 0.03
—
- (air side) = 0.02
V
IV. Gas Turbine Cycle
IV. 1. Cycle calculations
With calculations and selections of the characteristics of all gas turbine
components completed, it is readily possible to calculate the characteristics
of the gas turbine cycles alone, prior to combination with the steam cycle.
This is valuable, not only for comparison with the combination cycle; but
also for comparison with other analyses of the gas turbine cycle, some of
which consider more of the great number of arrangements and variations of
components than is here practicable (e. g., wet compression, reheating, com-
prex, thermopressor, free piston compressor, etc.). Diagrams of the cycles
calculated are reproduced as figures 12 and 13. The simple gas turbine cycle,
consisting of compressor, turbine and combustion chamber, is labeled cycle I.
The arabic numerals following (e. g., 1 1, I 2, I 3) indicate the number of stages
of intercooling in the compression process. Addition of the letter "a" (e. g:,
cycle la) indicates the addition of a regenerator.
The following symbols have been used in the cycle diagrams:
C = Compressor
CC = Combustion chamber






Fig. 12. Cycle I diagram. Fig. 13. Cycle la diagram.
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In this chapter (and in chapter VIII) only open cycle arrangements have
been analyzed. A corresponding closed cycle could be analyzed for any of
these arrangements; but the efficiencies at full load would be about the same.
Because of the usually higher working fluid pressures in the various heat
exchangers at full load, more favorable overall heat transfer coefficients would
allow selection of a higher effectiveness for each of these units. Against this,
however, must be balanced the additional losses encountered in the air heater
and in the air pre-cooler. For this reason the open and closed cycles show
similar efficiencies at full load (the point analyzed in this work); and any
advantages or disadvantages of the closed cycle will lie in part load economy,
space and weight requirements, ease of control, lower maintenance costs, etc.
The pressure drops indicated in chapter III for the individual components
are intended to include the connecting piping. The net effect of the pressure
drops is to reduce the pressure ratio available to the gas turbine, in comparison
with that generated by the compressor.
The only cycle loss not previously accounted for in the individual compon-
ents is the incidental loss of heat by radiation and convection from the high
temperature components to the surroundings. This will vary with the number
of components and their sizes, and with the maximum cycle temperature.
If we assume a mean value of this loss equal to 2% of the heat released in
the combustion chamber, we account in part for the temperature effect.
As the loss is not too large, we can neglect the variation from this mean
caused by variation in size of equipment.
In all other respects the cycle calculations are simple and straightforward;
therefore no detailed elaboration is presented.
IV.2. Results
The results of the simple gas turbine cycle without regenerator are presented
in figure 14; those with regenerator, in figure 15. As is expected, intercooling
yields some improvement in cycle efficiency, especially in the cycle with a
regenerator. Intercooling also pushes the point of maximum efficiency towards
the higher pressure ratios.
Assuming that the most advantageous. intercooling is always used, we can
plot a single efficiency curve for each inlet temperature for each cycle. These
are plotted for comparison in figure 16.
The use of a regenerator causes a marked increase in cycle efficiency, and
decreases the pressure ratio at which this occurs. Although not illustrated,
use of a regenerator causes a slight decrease in specific work; whereas use of
intercooling or increase in cycle maximum temperature causes comparatively
large increases in specific work.
Worthy of note is that the 1000 C cycle does not show the favorable effi-
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ciencies that one has been led to expect for higher temperatures. This is partly
because a cooled turbine compares poorly with an uncooled unit as regards
turbine efficiency. Further, the 850 C turbine is air-cooled. Once the cooling
air has been heated, this "heat of cooling" is available to the remainder of
the turbine for partial conversion to useful work. The 1000 C turbine, on the
other hand, has been calculated with water-cooling. Any heat removed in
cooling is lost to the gas turbine cycle. If we could assume that this heat
were utilized in an efficient steam cycle, the efficiency curve of the 1000 C
cycle would be at all points superior to the lower temperature curves.
V. Steam Turbine
V.l. The Standard Turbine Series
The main problem here involved is the selection of a standard series of
turbines, of commercially obtainable efficiencies, which will permit consistently
comparable reflection of advantages and disadvantages of various steam
inlet pressures and temperatures.
Other investigators of the combined steam turbine-gas turbine cycle have
generally chosen a constant turbine efficiency, e. g., [29], [30], [31], [35], [50].
This has the advantage of simplicity; but it can tend to confuse the final
results, particularly when the steam turbine furnishes a large portion of the
useful power. On the one hand, large turbines which operate at high inlet
pressures and temperatures may have overall efficiencies as high as 88%.
On the other hand, even a well designed turbine intended to utilize saturated
steam at very low inlet pressure might have an efficiency of 75% or less.
This latter is a case quite likely to be encountered for a steam cycle which
utilizes primarily the exhaust heat of a gas turbine.
The method chosen to reduce inconsistencies to an acceptable level is to
determine the overall characteristics of a series of steam turbines based on
the following economically obtainable parameters:
a) For inlet temperatures of 450 C and above, the first or control stage is
a Curtis (two-row impulse) stage with an arbitrarily selected internal
efficiency of 70%. For inlet temperatures of less than 450 C, the control
stage is a single row impulse stage, and its calculation is combined with
that for the intermediate pressure stages.
b) For the intermediate pressure turbine stages (i. e., between the exit of
the Curtis stage and the point where the steam condition curve crosses
the saturation line on the Mollier diagram, for turbine inlet temperatures
of 450 C or more) a uniform internal stage efficiency of 88% is used. For
lower inlet temperatures, as discussed in paragraph V.3, inlet pressures
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are correspondingly lower. Thus, for temperatures less than 450 C, volume
rates of steam flow are high enough to preclude partial admission for full
power operation for reasonably large turbines; and an average internal
stage efficiency of 88% for all stages operating on superheated steam may
safely be assumed.
c) For the low pressure part of the turbine (i. e., under the saturation curve),
the decrease in stage efficiency is approximated by multiplying 88% by
a factor equal to the quality of the steam.
d) Gland seal steam loss, dummy (balancing) piston loss, etc., amount to a
loss of 2% of total steam after passage through the control stage.
e) Final stage steam exit velocity is 200 meters/second, which corresponds
to a leaving loss of 20 kj/kg.
f) Miscellaneous mechanical losses amount to 1% of total turbine power.
g) Condenser pressure is 0.05 ata.
h) Pressure loss in throttle and inlet piping equals 10% of boiler pressure.
Calculation method (refer to figure 17)
The calculations are based on the Mollier diagram [25], extended to 700 C
by the data of [10]. Steam condition curves and internal turbine efficiencies
have been calculated for a large number of turbines, to ensure coverage of
all practical inlet conditions.
TURBINE STEAM CONDITION CURi/E
Pressure drop in tnrott/e andpiping
Saturation Cu*,
Leaving Loss
Fig. 17. Steam turbine condition curve.
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The Curtis stage, where applicable, is calculated on the basis of an internal
efficiency of 70%, a wheel speed of 150 m/s, and a velocity ratio j v = ]
of 0.25. ^
VWTis '
The intermediate stages are handled as a group, with an assumed average
stage efficiency of 88%. Initial steam condition is determined by the exit
condition from the Curtis stage. An estimated condition curve is drawn on
the Mollier diagram to allow an initial estimate of the total pressure ratio 77
for this group of stages, and to enable an initial determination from [24]
of the mean isentropic exponent k. The polytropic exponent n is determined
by:
—-*— (a -28)
The reheat factor (1+p) is calculated from the formula:
w-l
where (i +p ) =_ _
Xn]
(a.45)
and is defined as the reheat factor for a turbine with infinitely small stages
of efficiency rj
st
= rjp , operating through the pressure ratio 77. (1 +p)x,,nit *s ca^"








is therefore estimated by use of a mean wheel speed of 200 m/s
and v — 0.65. In almost all cases the error introduced by assuming an infinite
number of stages is insignificant. If the error in assuming infinitesimal stages





The overall internal efficiency of the intermediate pressure group is then
the product of the internal stage efficiency and the reheat factor. The corrected
condition curve is drawn on the Mollier diagram, and the initially estimated
values of 77 and k adjusted as required.
For the low pressure group a stage efficiency of rj
sl
= 0.88X is assumed,
where X = mean quality of the steam for the stage. This correction factor
is introduced to approximate the losses caused by impingement of droplets




To facilitate the construction of the condition curves, the slopes of the
curves for various pressures and moisture contents are calculated and drawn
in on an unused portion of the Mollier diagram. (This procedure is facilitated
by the fact that, under the saturation curve, the lines of constant pressure
are straight lines.) The condition curve for the intermediate pressure group
of stages terminates at its juncture with the saturation curve. The appropriate
slope is selected from those drawn in as described above, transferred to this
juncture, and the condition line extended a short distance into the low pressure
region. The new pressure and moisture content are noted, and again the ap-
propriate slope selected and transferred. In this manner the condition curve
is extended to the selected exhaust pressure as a series of straight lines, each
so short that, to the eye, the final condition line appears as a smooth curve.
After a little practice, consistently accurate results can be obtained.
With the data from the condition curve, the internal turbine efficiency rj
i





is defined as the internal work produced per kilogram throttle steam;
and A i
s
is the isentropic enthalpy drop from initial steam state to condenser
pressure.
Li consists of the actual enthalpy drop in the control stage, plus 98% of
the actual enthalpy drops in the intermediate and low pressure groups, minus
98% of the exit loss. The last three values must be multiplied by 98% to
account for the loss of gland seal steam (including dummy piston loss), which
from experience data has been taken equal to a loss of 2% of total steam
at the exit of the control stage.
Reduction of turbine work due to bleeding of steam for feed water heating
(a factor normally encountered in a straight steam plant) is handled separately
in paragraph V.4.
Overall internal turbine efficiencies thus calculated are reproduced in
figure 18. These efficiencies are comparable with published experience data
[5], [9], [34], [51].
V.2. Specific Turbine Work
For the combined cycle calculations, the specific steam turbine shaft work
(Ln ) is required. The mechanical efficiency of the turbine (r)AI ) has been assumed
at 99%. For the purposes of this study, the power requirements of the auxili-
aries (exclusive of feed pump) can be taken as a constant percentage of the
total turbine power. Feed pump power, however, will vary with boiler pressure.
If we make the reasonable assumptions of an efficiency of 80% for the
boiler feed pump and 90% for its drive motor, and assume that all other
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auxiliaries combined absorb l*/4% °f the total turbine power, we have all
steam cycles on a comparable footing and we are in the neighborhood of
operating experience [5], [19], [26].
Denoting the power consumption of all auxiliaries of the steam cycle as
H% of the steam turbine shaft power:
Ln = LiVM {l-H) (5.2)












V.3. Interdependence of Inlet Pressure and Temperature
The overall steam-gas turbine cycle calculations can be simplified in some
instances by eliminating certain of the standard series of turbines from con-
sideration.
Let us consider a series of steam cycles of various turbine inlet pressures
and temperatures. Let us also set aside for the moment the possibility of
regenerative feed water heating (discussed later in paragraph V.4). Feed
pump work adds little to the specific enthalpy of the feed water for the feed
pressures normally encountered. Since the enthalpy of the feed water at the
steam generator inlet is thus essentially independent of boiler pressure, the
feed water enthalpy will be a constant for all cycles -- namely, that corres-
ponding to the temperature of the condensate leaving the condenser. Thus
the heat input to the steam generator is a function only of the enthalpy of
the steam at the steam generator outlet (i ). Referring to the turbine state line
on the is diagram (figure 17), for a fixed t and constant condenser pressure
we obtain an increasingly greater enthalpy drop in the turbine the further
to the left we choose the initial steam state, point 0. Since heat input is
relativeli constant, for highest steam cycle efficiency we want to operate as
far to the left on the Mollier diagram as practical considerations will allow.
The limit in this case is the mechanical consideration of blade erosion
caused by droplets of moisture impinging on the moving blades of the final
turbine stages. This limit has been considerably pushed back in the last few
years by the use of dewatering canals and special blading materials. The present
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economic limit is in the vicinity of 15% moisture. Since it is often economically
advantageous to work as closely to this limit as possible, from the calculated
turbines we can interpolate to determine the initial states of all turbines
whose steam quality at turbine exit is 85%. This yields a unique relationship
between initial pressure and initial temperature.
The above has been based upon consideration of only the steam side of
the power cycle. A complete thermodynamic analysis must also include
consideration of the changes of state experienced by the combustion gases.
In some cycles this consideration modifies the above to the extent that the
maximum efficiency of the combined cycle occurs at a turbine exit steam
quality greater than 85%.
In the cycle calculations it was usually found convenient to systematize
the computations by relating steam turbine inlet pressure to the steam turbine
inlet temperature by holding the turbine exit steam quality constant at 85%,
90% or 95%. This procedure automatically excluded from consideration any
combinations of steam turbine inlet temperature and pressure which would
result in the mechanically impractical situation of a turbine exit steam quality
(X
e) of less than 85%. Since the maximum cycle efficiency rarely occurred at
X
e
> 95%, this procedure also eliminated fruitless calculations at the other
extreme.
The above pressure-temperature relationships at turbine inlet are illustrated
in figure 19. The dashed sections between 350 C and 450 C result from slight
discontinuities caused by the shift from an initial two-row Curtis stage for
turbines with inlet temperatures of 450 C and above, to an initial single row
impulse wheel for the control stage of turbines with inlet temperatures of
350 C or less (see paragraph V.l).
Since saturation temperature is a function of steam pressure, we may also
express the relationships of figure 19 in terms of saturation temperature
{tWi ) and initial temperature (tW2 ). Interestingly, these are practically straight
line relationships; and may be expressed mathematically for later use in the





V.4. Reduction of Specific Turbine Work Due to Bleeding Steam for Regenerative
Feed Heating
In the normal steam plant an increase in overall efficiency is nearly always
obtainable if the feedwater is partially pre-heated by steam extracted from
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Xe = 0.85: I. = 84.0 + 0.450 fWl




^02 = 37.9 + 0.317 tm
the lower pressure stages of the turbine. The mean temperature at which the
steam cycle receives heat from the combustion gases is thereby raised. By
the Second Law of Thermodynamics, this results in a gain in cycle efficiency.
This regenerative feedwater pre-heating is accompanied by irreversibilities
due to pressure drops and heat transfer across finite temperature differences
in the pre-heaters, which tend to offset the above gain. For a fixed number of
pre-heaters these irreversibilities increase with increasing final feedwater
temperature. By a quantitive comparison of the gains due to the increased
mean temperature at which the cycle receives heat with the losses due to
irreversibilities in the feed heaters, we can eventually arrive at an optimum
feedwater temperature.
As the feedwater temperature to the economiser is raised, less heat is ex-
tracted by the steam cycle from each kilogram of combustion gases unless
an air preheater is used to cool the stack gases to the same final temperature.
By heating the incoming air, the air preheater returns its recovered heat to
the furnace and eventually to the steam cycle. Steam generator efficiency is
thus little affected by regenerative feed heating, and a gain in steam cycle
efficiency results in a gain in overall plant efficiency. The steam plant in
which heat is furnished through a waste heat steam generator normally
cannot utilize an air pre-heater, however. In the present application, for ex-
ample, the combustion air is not at the temperature of the surroundings, as
it is at the air pre-heater entrance of a fired steam generator; but has already
been heated by the work of compression in the compressor of the gas turbine
cycle.
The useful work output of the steam cycle is the product of cycle efficiency
and heat received. For the waste heat application, even though the steam
cycle efficiency may be increased by regenerative feed heating, the heat
received is reduced; and the product of the two may or may not be greater
than for the cycle without regenerative feed heating. The cycle conditions
which will yield the maximum work must be determined by numerical cal-
culations.
Another consideration is the economic restriction on steam generator size.
Let us consider that the number of square meters of heat transfer surface
for a given size plant is fixed by economic considerations. The heat transfer
coefficient between condensing steam and the metal tubes of a regenerative
feed heater is much greater than that between hot exhaust gases and the
metal of an economizer surface. Any savings in economizer size can be used
to increase boiler and superheater surfaces; thus decreasing the mean tem-
perature difference between gas and steam (or water) in those units. Thus,
for a fixed temperature of exhaust (from the gas turbine) at the steam generator
entrance, we can generate more steam per kilogram exhaust gas, or generate
it at a higher temperature and pressure, or both. The former effect would
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increase the heat received by the steam cycle per kilogram of exhaust gas;
the latter would increase steam cycle efficiency.
For the numerical calculations we need to know the reduction in specific
steam turbine output caused by bled steam leaving the turbine before full
expansion to condenser pressure. To estimate this reduction in output, the
method used is essentially that developed by J. K. Salisbury [37]. The basic
theory is somewhat involved, and only its application to the present study
is herein outlined. A detailed development may be found in the quoted refer-
ence.
The Salisbury method considers only the steam cycle portion of a normal
steam plant, and assumes that steam generator stack losses can be held cons-
tant by increasing the size of the air preheater as necessary to hold stack
exit temperature constant. The terms "heat supplied" and "heat rejected"
refer only to heat to and from the steam (or water). The method cannot,
therefore, be extrapolated to a waste heat plant, including the entire steam
generator, without taking account of possible additional stack losses.
The steam plant of the present study includes not only the steam cycle,
but also the gas side of the steam generator; and the final results are con-
siderably different from those given in the curves and tables of [37]. Never-
theless, with the true meanings of "heat supplied", "heat rejected", and
"reduction in heat rate" in mind, the method can be used to estimate with
more than adequate accuracy the reduction in turbine output occasioned by
bleeding steam for use in a regenerative feed heating system; since the method
is equally accurate for any steam cycle, regardless of the gas-side losses in
the steam generator.
Salisbury has found that the enthalpy difference between steam extracted
from an actual turbine and saturated water at the same temperature is
approximately constant along the turbine state line. If this enthalpy difference
is plotted against the fractional rise above hotwell enthalpy (denoted by x,
and defined as the actual rise of feedwater enthalpy in the regenerative feed
heating system divided by maximum possible rise if heated to saturation at
boiler pressure), the resulting curve can be accurately approximated by a
quadratic equation. This enables analytical integration of the equations de-
veloped in [37] to represent the reduction in heat rate theoretically possible
by regenerative feed heating in an infinite number of feed heaters (of zero
terminal temperature difference and zero pressure loss) from hotwell tempera-
tures to saturation temperature at boiler pressure.
This maximum reduction (denoted by G) has been calculated for various
turbine inlet steam conditions, and the results given in curves and tables.
The percentage of possible gain (denoted by P) obtainable for various x
with various finite numbers of heaters is also developed, calculated, and plotted.
Finally, an equation for the reduction in specific turbine work is developed.
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Denoting turbine initial steam enthalpy by i
,
enthalpy of feed water after
regenerative heating by i
e ,




specific work with bleeding
_
i -ic
specific work without bleeding
~~
( 1 — P G)
For the cycle presently under study, the reduction factor B was calculated
for various x> and multiplied by the non-extraction specific turbine work to
obtain the specific work curves of figure 20. Here Ln is defined as the specific
turbine work in kilojoules of shaft work per kilogram throttle steam. The
numerical subscript denotes the "percentage preheating", or fractional rise
above hotwell enthalpy (x). Thus Ln is the specific net turbine work for a
cycle in which the feedwater is preheated by bled steam from condenser
hotwell temperature (30 C) to the saturation temperature corresponding to
boiler pressure (100% preheating).
To determine P, it was necessary not only to choose an appropriate
^,
but also to select a practical number of feed heaters. Using existing steam
plants as a guide, the number of heaters selected was the nearest integral
number to that which would yield 85% of the gain possible using an infinite
number of heaters to accomplish the "percent preheating" in question. Using
this criterion, in no instance would an additional heater yield more than a
2 1 /2 % improvement in a gain which is in any case rather modest.
VI. Steam Generator
VI. ! . Basic design considerations
The design of the steam generator depends on its location in the combined
steam turbine-gas turbine cycle. If the steam cycle is to receive all of its initial
heat from the exhaust of the gas turbine cycle, the steam generator is the
familiar waste heat boiler in widespread industrial use. If the steam generator
is utilized ahead of the gas turbine, as a method of cooling the very hot
combustion gases down to the maximum permissible gas turbine inlet tem-
perature (instead of the more common procedure of using great amounts of
excess air), the steam generator would bear more resemblance to the combus-
tion chamber of a Velox steam generator. The Velox steam generator is, in
fact, a combined cycle in which the steam turbine produces almost all of the
useful work.
More attractive still is a combination of the two, wherein the steam cycle
condensate first receives heat from a "waste heat boiler" in the gas turbine
exhaust; and then passes through tubes in the combustion chamber, where
the heat required to bring the additional steam to its desired final state is
received.
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Let us consider first the problem of the steam generator whose heat is
entirely supplied by the thermal energy of the gas turbine exhaust. This
poses perhaps the most critical problem of the combined steam turbine-gas
turbine cycle. Were we restricted only by the first law of thermodynamics,
which provides that energy be mutually exchanged or converted from one
form to another without creation or destruction of any portion thereof, we
might expect that we could fully utilize the energy of the exhaust gases to
generate steam at any desired temperature and pressure. The second law
of thermodynamics, however, requires that the heat transfer of energy involve
an increase of entropy at each point. If we isolate any infinitesimally small
system, consisting of a particle of flue gas, a section of tube wall, and a particle
of water (or steam), the heat transfer will take place only in that direction
which involves an increase in the total entropy of this isolated system; i. e.,
from a region of higher temperature to one of lower temperature. This requires
that we exclude from consideration any steam generator process wherein the
temperature of the combustion gases at any point is equal to or less than the
water (or steam) temperature.
This second law requirement is qualitative only — the above temperature
difference must exist at all points. Far more stringent is the quantitative
restriction imposed by practical economic considerations — namely, the tem-
perature difference must be at all points sufficiently large that, when considered
in conjunction with the heat flow required and the heat transmission coefficient
practically obtainable, the resultant steam generator is of reasonable size. The
quantitative evaluation of this restriction is the engineering problem now
developed in greater detail.
VI.2. Temperature difference as related to heat transfer surface
Referring to the notation of figure 21, the heat transferred from the flue
gases to the steam in the superheater is, viewed from the gas side:
Qs == ™a ~cPs (** -W = ksFs Ats (6.1)
kg iwhere cp = mean specific heat of flue gases, at constant pressure It—^1
F = heat transfer surface (m2 )





\m 2 C sec/
mg = mass flow of gas (kg/sec)
Q = heat flow (kj/sec)
tgv tg2
= gas temperatures at superheater inlet and outlet, respectively (C)
At = logarithmic mean temperature difference
_
A t2 - A tx
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Subscript 8 refers to superheater.
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a dimensionless expression of temperature difference.
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If we define k as the weighted mean of ks , kB , and kE ; and further determine
a mean gas specific heat for the steam generator, c
,





This gives us a measure of the steam generator size (and to a lesser extent,
the cost) in terms of the temperature differences between flue gas and water
(or steam).
VI.3. Determination of heat transmission and heat transfer coefficients
The resistance to convective heat transmission from flue gas to water (or
steam) is the summation of the heat transfer resistances through the gas side
and water side boundary layers, plus the resistances of tube wall, scale and
soot. Assuming smooth tubes and negligible heat transfer by radiation at the
temperatures involved:
" <H + Wr + x <6 ' 6)




9 w ° \m 2 C sec/
D = Outer tube diameter (m)
Di = Inner tube diameter (m)
& = tube wall thickness, including deposits (m)





In well maintained steam generators the last two terms of equation (6.6)
are generally small in comparison to the first. We therefore make no great
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error in assuming [6] that the heat transmission coefficient k is a constant
factor times the gas side transfer coefficient, or
k = eh
g (6.7)
Experimental measurements of hg have been correlated by several authorities.
The arrangement usually encountered in steam generators is cross flow of
gases, to obtain favorable heat transfer coefficients, in several passes so arranged
as to approximate parallel flow of fluids in the steam generator as a whole.
The following heat transfer data for cross flow of hot gases over tube
tanks have been reduced to a common form for comparison:
Traupel [46]:
TNu = 0.315 oj^- Re -61 Pr -31 (6.8)TB
McAdams [27]:
Nu = 0.26Re°-6 Pr'/3 (6.9)
for average cr, in-line tube banks.
Grimison [13], for air:
Nu = 0.284 a Re -61 (6.10)
In the above:
Nu = -r— = Nusselt number (dimensionless)
A
Pr = -^- = Prandtl number (dimensionless)
A
Re = — = Reynolds number (dimensionless)
TB = reference temperature (absolute scale) for heat transfer, defined as the
mean of the tube wall and gas temperatures (i. e., the mean temperature
of the boundary layer) (C)
T
g
= absolute gas temperature (C)
w = gas velocity, at narrowest cross section of tube bank (m/sec)
7b — §as density, calculated at reference temperature TB , (kg/m3 )






It is widely agreed (e. g., [8], [16], [27], [41], [46], [49] that Nu is approxi-
mately proportional to Pr1/s . This allows adaption of the Grimison data for
gases other than air. Throughout the steam generator calculations, the data
for air is first used. Later a method is indicated for correcting the results for
varying proportions of stoichiometric gas and excess air.
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The expressions of Traupel and McAdams are based in part on the data
originally correlated by Grimison. In addition, for the temperatures considered
in this study, the following equation yields a good average of the expressions
quoted above:
Nu = 0.318 CT Re°-61 Pr -32 (6.11)
Values of a can be obtained from [13], (a = Grimison's Fa ); or from [15]
or [38] (a = fa in the last two references).
Combining with the definition of the Nusselt number,
hg = 0.318-^-crRe
-
61 Pr -32 (6.12)





= 0.318e~ a Re061 Pr -32 (6.13)




where / = minimum cross-sectional flow area (m2 ), we obtain
Z8 = 0.318ea^ ^ A - Re0(51 Pr032 (6.15)
/ Dwycp
But jr — is the reciprocal of a dimensionless grouping defined as the Peclet
number
Pe = RePr. (6.16)
Thus, in its simplest form, the heat transfer equation becomes the following
relationship between solely dimensionless groupings:
0.318 F
Re039 Pr068 J ( '
This is recognized as a form similar to those sometimes appearing in analyses
of optimal size of heat exchanger equipment.
For this study the analysis is clearer if the heat transfer equation is trans-
formed to demonstrate directly the effect of manipulation of various physical
design parameters (as opposed to dimensionless groupings). To this purpose,
(6.13) is combined with (6.5) to obtain:
Z0 = 0.318 e a f( . A J|Re°-61 Pr -32 (6.18)\mg cpD)
VI.4. Determination of Reynolds number
Dw;
Re = - —
—
, wherein yB and p. are determined by use of the reference
temperature TB .
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The gas velocity w is dependent upon the pressure drop (A p) across the
tube banks. From [13] and [46]:
AV=i^Yb~2
2 (Ad)




= number of tube rows longitudinal to gas flow
yb = gas density, evaluated at the reference temperature Tb (kg/m3 )
A p = pressure drop across tube banks (kg/m sec2 )
£ can be obtained from the articles of Grimison [13] or Hojmann [16].
(£ is identical with Hofmann's £; or for Grimison's friction factor /, £ = 4/).
For calculating the pressure drop due to frictional resistance, a different
reference temperature is used than that found best for correlation of heat
transfer data. This empirical reference temperature is
Tb = Tg - 0.1 (Ta - TwaU ) for in-hne banks (6.20)
or Tb = Tg - 0.2 (Tg - Twall ) for staggered banks (6.21)
Both staggered and in-line banks are commonly found in steam generators.
Grimison [13] has found it convenient to standardize his heat transfer and
flow friction data with reference to the characteristics of in-line banks with
transverse tube spacing (s
t ) equal to l
3
/4 tube diameters, and longitudinal
tube spacing (sj) equal to two tube diameters. The numerical calculations of
this work are also based on this standard. Effects of deviation therefrom are
evaluated in paragraph VII. 7.




and the tube length by I, the cross sectional flow area / for flow across
in-line banks of round tubes is
f = z,(s,-D)l (6.22)
,1 -^ (6.23)
The total gas side heat transfer area F is

























VI.5. Generalized Steam Generator Heat Transfer Relationship
Combining (6.30) with
E& = 0.318e CTjP
mg cpD
we obtain
/ \ \ v o.6i no.*
Substituting = =- and 2tt = 6.283
CpH- Pr
we obtain the generalized relationship:
/ W \ 0.797 / \ 0.39
ze = 0.462
..y (£) V









This equation relates explicitly the various steam generator parameters which
are available for essentially independent variation by the design engineer.
The heat transfer relationships have been developed in some detail for the
"waste heat" position since, as will be shown in the next chapter, economic
considerations place a stringent limit on the proportion of the available
thermal energy of the gas turbine exhaust which can be transferred to the
steam cycle under these conditions.
Although illustrated for the case of the waste heat steam generator, the
relationships are general; and would also hold — insofar as the empirical
relationships of (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) apply — to convective heat transfer
for a steam generator placed between the combustion chamber and the gas
turbine. Actually, such a steam generator would be integral with the com-
bustion chamber, and a goodly portion of the heat transfer would be by
radiation. This, combined with the observation that the gas side heat transfer
coefficients would be somewhat better by higher pressures, and that the
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temperature differences would be much higher, would mean that the heat
transfer surface (F) for a steam generator in this position would be but a
small fraction of that for the waste heat steam generator.
One easily sees that the economic limitations on size do not apply to a
steam generator in this position. For the thermodynamic analysis, we know
that we can economically and practically extract from the combustion gases




. Steam generator size as related to steam plant output
As mentioned in the last chapter, one of the most difficult problems in
the analysis of the combined steam turbine-gas turbine cycle is the quantitive
evaluation of the economic restriction on the amount of gas turbine exhaust
heat that may be transferred to the steam cycle. Since the temperatures
involved are relatively low, the problem is primarily one of size — of the
number of square meters of heat transfer surface required. The heat transfer
surface economically feasible is of course related closely to the power output
w
of the plant; and may perhaps best be expressed by the quantity
-^, the number
of square meters of heat transfer surface per kilowatt output of the plant
under consideration.
Defining:
Ln = specific net steam turbine shaft work per kilogram of steam (kj/kg)
Z v = specific net steam turbine shaft work per kilogram of combustion gases
(kj/kg)
mg = mass rate of flow of combustion gases (kg/sec)
mw = mass rate of flow of steam (kg/sec)
M = flow ratio m
g
jmw (dimensionless)
N = mw Ln (7.1)
where L
n





LN = Ln (mjih„) = LJM (7.3)
Substituting equation (7.2) in equation (6.32):
/ P\ 0.797 / „ \0.39£0 = OA62 e aL H




With the aid of equation (7.4), figures 20 and 21, and experience data
that will enable us to intelligently fix the remaining parameters, we can now
determine the steam generator size which will result under various selections
of gas turbine exhaust temperature (t
gi ),
initial steam conditions (tm and p ),
and feed water temperature at economiser inlet (tWi ).
VII.2. Numerical evaluation of cycle parameters with steam generator in
"waste heat" position
To evaluate equation (7.4), the various design parameters are assigned
numerical values which are consistent with current good design practice. In
paragraph VII. 7 means are outlined for adjusting the finally obtained results
to correspond with any desired variation in any of these arbitrarily assigned
values.
Grimison's correlations [13] are based on a standard of in-line banks,
s
(
= l 3/4 £), st = 2D, for which case a = \.
Hence (~Zn) = *!* = L333 -
Tube diameter D is assumed at 38 mm (0.038 m). From [6], e an 0.9.
From [13], for the above conditions and
2000 < Re < 30,000: £ = 4 x 0.071 = 0.284.
From operating data, the pressure drop in a steam generator is generally
less than 0.015 ata. It may be expected that the waste heat steam generator
may be larger than one that is fired; on the other hand the pressure lost to
assure good mixing in the combustion process is charged to the combustion
chamber of the gas turbine and not to the steam generator. Therefore
A p = 0.015 ata (an 1500 kg/msec2 ) is chosen. (For the cycle calculations, an
additional 0.005 ata pressure drop in the ducting between the gas turbine and
the steam generator is assumed.)
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v~ir=-T (7 - 5)
yB is to be evaluated at temperature TB ; and yb at Tb .
Grouping all properties that are dependent functions of TB alone, and
defining




\c/-6V -29 2V'61 / '
equation (7.4) becomes
/ J?\ 0.797ZO = 29.8 (jj\ L w°™Tb0M7 A (7.7)
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As developed in chapter VI, U© is denned by
S&=0S+0B+&E







Although these equations express the steam generator relationships quite
simply, the presentation of results will be much clearer if we select our inde-
pendent and dependent variables in the form of normal steam cycle design
parameters. The question of primary interest is: With exhaust gas of a given
temperature at our disposal, what is the maximum specific work we can extract




Fig. 21. Steam generator heat transfer diagram.
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We can conveniently present the answer to this question in the form of curves
if we select tg , FjN and LN as three of our design variables.
LN is calculable from
L\ = Ln/M (7.3)
LN is in turn a function of tWl and j) ; or as developed in paragraph V.3, of
tWi and Xe . If regenerative feed heating is used (paragraph V.4), L x is also
a function of x- These relationships are graphed in figure 20.
tWi and tW3 are dependent on p ; or alternatively on Xe and tw . Thus select-
ing tw , Xe , and tw as independent variables will fix all waterside temperatures
and enthalpies; and by adding x as an independent variable we can readily
determine LN .
If we also select t,
n
and M as independent variables we can calculate t,h
from the following relationships:
7K S. ('(/1 - ',/,) = ™>w (iWi - iuJ (7.9)
or Mc
1)s
{tin -tlhi ) = (i Wi -iw.) (7.10)
Similar expressions enable calculation of t
lh and t(h .
A is a function of TB alone, and TB and Tb can be calculated from the gas
and waterside temperatures. A ts , A tB , and A tE are also functions of these
temperatures.
The design parameters in which we are interested are therefore:
LN , x , FjN, tn , Xe , M, tWl , and tWi .
Let us now consider the feedwater temperature tWi . As discussed in para-
graph V.4, we do not expect regenerative feed heating to yield the same
results in this application that we are accustomed to obtain in a normal steam
cycle. To investigate what may be obtained, we can sometimes systemize the
calculations by making £
w .4
dependent upon the fractional rise above hotwell
enthalpy, x> which can be more systematically varied than can tWA independ-
ently. This would eliminate tWi as an independent variable for these instances.
Any other means of feedwater preheating (such as by the heat of cooling in
the compressor intercooler of the gas turbine cycle) can then be related to
this variable.
VII.3. Considerations of flue gas corrosion, as affected by feedwater temperature
We have, however, another important restriction on the variation of
feedwater temperature. This is the occurrence of severe economiser corrosion
if tu,4 is allowed to fall too low. It is therefore necessary to consider briefly
how this limit can be properly reflected in the steam cycle calculations.
The occurrence of corrosion at the cold end of economisers and air pre-
heaters has been the subject of long investigation. It has been ably and widely
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discussed in the literature (e. g. [14], [17], [20], [21], [36]); but, unfortunately,
the theory is somewhat complex, and complete agreement among investigators
is lacking. For this study, therefore, it will suffice to outline the problem only
in sufficient detail to justify the selected numerical evaluation of this limit
for the particular case in hand.
The corrosion in question appears to be due primarily to the formation
of sulfur trioxide (S03 ) during the combustion process. If the temperature of
the flue gases falls below the dew point upon contact with a metal surface, the
water vapor in the flue gas will condense on the cool surface. The moisture
and the S03 will combine to form a dilute solution of sulfuric acid (H 2S04 ),
which will rapidly corrode the metal surface.
The pre-determination of the flue gas dewpoint temperature is not a simple
matter, however. It is strongly affected by the presence of S03 , and to some
extent by S0 2 and other gases. For example [17], if only 0.002% of S03 is
added to moist air with a 50 C dewpoint, the dewpoint is raised to 150 C.
The presence of hygroscopic materials, such as flue dust and certain corrosion
products, will also markedly raise the dewpoint [18].
The formation of S03 in the combustion process (or the later oxidation
of S02 to S03 ) is affected by the temperature at which the reaction takes
place, and by the time the gases remain at that temperature. It is also affected
by the amount of oxygen available (the amount of excess air in the combustion
process). The maximum reaction takes place [14] at about 40% excess air
(if air is presumed saturated with moisture), and becomes progressively higher
with decreasing temperature. However, since the reaction time is greatly
increased at lower temperatures, probably most of the uncatalysed reaction
takes place only at combustion chamber temperatures.
Even if the above factors were calculable, the question of S03 formation
is rendered much more complex by the action of various catalytic agents.
Gumz [14] credits V2 5 and Fe2 3 as accelerating agents, and discusses the
inconsistent effect of various inhibiting agents. Karlsson and Hammond [21]
mention activated carbon (at temperatures in excess of 1000 C) as an accele-
rating catalyst; Johnstone [20] blamed ferric sulfate. In any case, there does
not seem to be much doubt but that the amount and the nature of the un-
burned particles in the combustion process influence the formation of S03 .
Combined with the hygroscopic effects of flue dust and of any deposits on
the economiser tube banks, these greatly influence the flue gas dewpoint and
the ensuing corrosion. Good combustion and maintenance of clean equipment
are essential to avoiding difficulty with today's fuels.
In the final analysis most agree that, in the light of present knowledge,
only an empirical approach to the problem has much promise of success. The
dewpoint is dependent primarily on economiser (or air-heater) metal tempera-
ture, and is little affected by flue gas temperature. From empirical data, a
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correlation can be made between safe minimum metal temperature and fuel
sulfur content, for various types of fuel, e. g. [21]. From this data it can be
deduced that, for practically all fuels likely to be encountered, a safe tempera-
ture for the entering feedwater is about HOC. Consequently, the steam cycle
calculations have been carried out with this minimum value for tw .
In the practical installation this could be obtained by preheating the con-
densate from hotwell temperature (assumed at 30 C) to HOC by bled steam
from the final turbine stages. This would cause a minor loss of turbine work.
An alternate scheme would be to recirculate a portion of the feedwater from
the economiser outlet to the economiser inlet. In this case the stack gases would
be cooled to the same temperature as though the condensate entered the
economiser at hotwell temperature; but since the mean gas-to-water tempera-
ture difference would be less, a larger economiser would be required.
In the following calculations, to allow x to be a completely independent
variable, recirculation as outlined above is presumed for all cases in which
the entering feedwater temperature would otherwise be less than HOC. tw
is therefore either fixed at 110 C, or is a dependent function of x\ an<i we can
eliminate it from further discussion of variables in the numerical calculations.
The remaining variables are now tg . M, tw , Xe , x, FjN and LN . Only five
of these are independent. For example, if we independently select values for
t
g ,
M, tWl , Xe , and x> we have fixed all gas and waterside temperatures, can
calculate LN from figure 20 and equation (7.3), can calculate £ from equation
(7.8) and can determine FjN from equation (7.7). FjN and LN would then be
dependent variables.
What we are primarily interested in, however, is to determine the maxi-
mum LN for a fixed FjN and a given tg . We would thus like to retain FjN
as an independent variable. This is somewhat difficult to carry out, since
all of the five variables tg , M, tm , Xe , and x ar>e required to fix all gas and water-
side temperatures, all of which are initially needed to avoid complications in
the calculation of the logarithmic mean temperature differences A ts , A tB ,
and A tE .
One method of attaining the desired result is to select six independent
variables, and separately solve equations (7.7) and (7.8) for SO. The results
will in general not agree; but if we adjust one of the independent variables and
repeat the calculations, we can attain agreement in a series of successive
approximations.
Several approaches have been tried, as the calculations are in any case
quite laborious. The one found most effective is first to hold x, tgi , F/N, Xe ,
and M fixed, and vary tw until the two UQs calculated from equations (7.7)
and (7.8) are in agreement. This is repeated for various values of M and Xe .
Plotting the resulting values of Ly against the two independent variables Xe
and M gives a curved three dimensional surface. The highest point of this
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surface represents the maximum LN for the arbitrarily chosen values of x>
tn , and FIN. This value is labeled L v .1/1 ' ^ max
The above is repeated for new values of t
g ,
and we finally obtain a curve
of LiWma versus tg ; FjN and x held constant. Repeating the entire procedure
for various FjN gives a family of curves. Figure 22 is such a family for x = 0.
VII.4. Graphical solution of steam cycle with steam generator in
"waste heat" location
Equation (7.8) may be solved analytically, as described in paragraph
VII. 5. However, for the great number of calculations required, a graphical
solution was found to be quicker. First at — I diagram is constructed for water,
with the aid of the steam tables [25] (as extended by [10]). This consists of
the steam dome ( on figure 21), with the lines t
c
-» tw
-» tw -> tWi for
various pressures from 1 ata to 300 ata. (Use of a t — / diagram is more con-
venient for heat transfer work, since the process lines are usually nearly
straight.) Using the same temperature and enthalpy scales, a t — I diagram
for combustion gases is constructed on transparent paper, utilizing the pro-
perties of air listed in the gas tables [23]. Lines for various M are drawn, by
multiplying the tabulated ig for each temperature by the various selected
values of M. For example, in figure 21, 7 X = M i(n at every temperature tg .
An average stack temperature of 200 C is assumed; and the diagram is
drawn with the various M lines radiating from a zero point of i4 = 0, tg4 = 200 C.
No / or t values are marked on the transparent paper. Thus by sliding this
paper vertically, if we coidd assume no changes in cp , the diagram would hold
equally well for a stack temperature other than 200 C. In actual fact, the error
is negligible for the stack temperatures encountered in these calculations.
On each pressure line on the steam diagram may also be marked the tw which
corresponds to an X
e
of 0.85, and a line drawn to represent the locus of all
such points. This is repeated for X
e
— 0.90 and X
e
= 0.95.
The calculation then proceeds as previously outlined (refer figure 21).
Denoting fixed values by an asterisk (*), from the selected Xe * and tw *, the






*. The point (t
gi , IJ is vertically above (tWl , Ix ) on the
line t = t
g
*. The transparent combustion gas diagram is moved vertically
until the selected line M = M* crosses the point (tg , I t ), and the combustion
gas diagram is then secured in place.
If the point (tw , Ix ) does not coincide with one of the pressure fines
drawn on the diagram, tw ( = tw ) may be found from equations (5.3), (5.4)
or (5.5), or from the more exact curves for this relationship prepared during
the turbine calculations. The point (tm , 72 ) is then the right hand intersection
of the t = tw line and the steam dome; (tw , I3 ) is at the left hand intersection;
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and the points (t
g2 , I2 ) and (tgs , I3 ) are on the selected M* hne directly above
these two points.
For x = 0, we know that tWi = HOC, since the hotwell temperature tc = 30 C
is below this permissible feedwater temperature. Yet, although the feedwater
temperature has been raised from 30 C to HOC by recirculation, all of the
energy required to raise the feedwater temperature from 30 C to tw will have
to be transferred to the feedwater in the economiser — since this is the only
place where transfer of heat to the feed water takes place. Thus 74 is the ent-
halpy corresponding to the temperature of the feedwater leaving the preheater
(or, for x = 0, the condenser). 74 + iWi unless tw > HOC, in which case no
recirculation is required. The heat balance relationships are clearer if the
recirculation hne is considered a part of the economiser.
The combustion gases must furnish the energy (I3 — 74 ) to the feedwater
in the economiser; and the point (t
gi ,
74 ) is thus located. In actual fact, we
have thus altered mw through the economiser, and ME / M *. The feedwater
in the economiser will nevertheless be warmed from (tWi , 74 ) to (tw , I3 ); and
the combustion gases must be correspondingly cooled from (t
g3 ,
I3 ) to (tgi , 74 ).




and tw -> tw on figure 21 accurately represent
the process on the t— I diagram, as far as the temperature differences in the
heat transfer process are concerned.
VII.5. Analytical solution of steam cycle with steam generator in
"waste heat" location
Reference is made to figure 21. The selected independent variables are




tw can be found from formulae (5.3) to (5.5). For example, for Xe * = 0.85:
^ = 84.0 + 0.450^ (5.3)
The corresponding saturation pressure is also p , which may be found
from the steam tables.
™g °p. %i ~U = ™w (V - »«,) ( 7 -9)
where cp> = mean specific heat at constant pressure of flue gases in the super-
heater (w)
iw = I x = enthalpy of steam at tw and p
im = I 2 = enthalpy of saturated steam at tw
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Similar to the derivation of (7.11):
where 73 = *w , the enthalpy of saturated water at tw% = tW2 .




As long as the feedwater leaving the preheaters is at a temperature less
than HOC, we must recirculate sufficient water from economiser exit to entr-
ance so that the resulting temperature of the feedwater is HOC at this point.
From the definition of the percent preheating (x), paragraph V.4, we derive
the following equation for the temperature (t
f )
of the feedwater leaving the
preheaters:
tf = Xtws + (l-x)tc ( 7 -!8)
If t
t
> HOC, tm =tf . litf > HOC, tm = HOC.
As outlined in paragraph VII. 4, Ii is the steam table enthalpy corresponding
to saturated water at t
f
in all instances, and not to tw when these two tempera-
tures differ.






Finally, Z® = &S + B + QE (7.8)
The calculations then proceed as outlined previously.
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t
gi = tgs-^r^ (7-19)
VII.6. Results
The primary results desired are:
For a given temperature (t
gi )
of exhaust from the gas turbine, how much
useful work per kilogram of gas (LN ) may be obtained with various sizes
(F/N) of steam generators? These basic results are presented in figure 22.
The babsolute maximum specific work obtainable is that for a steam genera-
tor of infinite heat transfer surface. By relating LNm for the various F/N
to this absolute maximum specific work, we obtain the curves of figure 23.
From this plot, the economic limits on steam generator size are imme-
diately evident; and we thus have (for this application) a graphic answer
to the last of the three basic questions posed in chapter I. We see, for example,
that extremely little is to be gained by increasing the size of a "waste heat"
steam generator beyond F/N — 1.5. For the higher temperatures, increasing
F/N beyond about 0.6 could hardly be considered practicable. On the other
hand, whereas some modern large steam generators have an F/N as low as
0.2, this value could hardly be considered suitable for the present application.
A study of figure 23 leads one to the conclusion that, for a plant where
overall efficiency is of prime importance, increasing steam generator size up
to a value of (LN jLN ) pus 0.85 will yield appreciable gains. Any attempt
to extract a much greater proportion of the available energy of the exhaust
gases will involve an increasingly prohibitive investment in heat transfer
surface.
Large modern steam generators, designed for relatively high pressures
and temperatures, have (F/N)s of from 0.2 to 0.4 [6], [11], [32]. Regenerators
for industrial gas turbine may have (F/N)s of as high as 1.15 [3]. These are
designed for lower pressures and generally lower maximum temperatures.
A glance at figure 23 reveals that the selected value of 85% for
(LNmaJLx ) gives us steam generators of roughly the same size and overall
cost for the corresponding pressures and temperatures. At the higher t
gi
s
calculated, the steam pressures and temperatures approach those of a large
modern fired steam generator. The waste heat steam generator is an unfired
vessel, however. It requires no space for the combustion chamber and none
of the blowers, fuel pumps, and other combustion apparatus. These are all
furnished by the gas turbine cycle. In addition, the metallurgical requirements
of an unfired pressure vessel are lower. Thus the size and cost per installed
kilowatt of the waste heat steam generator will not differ greatly from that
of its high pressure fired counterpart.
At the low temperature end of the scale, the size of the waste heat steam
generator for (LN /Ly ) = 0.85 is in the vicinity of that of a gas turbine
regenerator. The pressures are also of the same order; therefore the relative
costs should not differ greatly.
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This dimensionless ratio (L v ILN ) thus serves somewhat the samex n max* J> mazoo
purpose as the regenerator effectiveness (rjR ) of the gas turbine cycle. One
important difference is to be noted. Selecting a value of say 85% for this ratio
does not in general mean that 85% of the energy of the exhaust gases (based
upon zero enthalpy at a gas temperature equal to that of the entering feed-
water) is recovered by the steam generator, as is the case with the gas turbine
regenerator. LN is the maximum specific work obtainable when the com-
bustion gas isobar (figure 21) rests upon the water-steam isobar at any point
of the heat transfer process; i. e., when the temperature difference between
gas and water becomes zero at any point in the steam generator. This would




as long as the mass flow ratio (M) is greater than about 5.
This is almost invariably the case when the sole source of heat for the steam
cycle is the energy of the gas turbine exhaust. The energy transferred to the
steam cycle is thus somewhat less than 85% of the maximum possible under
these circumstances. Only when A t% is the minimum temperature difference
in the steam generator (M < 5) is approximately 85% of the maximum possible
energy transferred from the combustion gases to the steam cycle.
To recapitulate, figure 23 is an aid to the designer in weighing the economic
factors involved in the selection of an appropriate size of waste heat steam
generator for the combined cycle. Figure 24 plots the same values as figures
22 and 23, so arranged as to facilitate direct reading of the specific work
obtainable at various tn . once a value of (LN ILV ) has been selected.f/l 7 v ly max' *v maxas'
For the cycle calculations of this study (chapter VIII), a value of (LN \
LNmax ) of 85% has been selected. Where space, weight, or first cost are restricted
— as in marine or peak load plants — a smaller value may be appropriate.
Under conditions of very high fuel costs, use of a still higher value may be
desirable.
VII.7. Influence of variations in arbitrarily selected steam generator design
parameters
In substituting fixed numerical values for certain of the variables in
equation (7.4), care was taken to insert only values which were near the mean
of good design practice. These are not the only practical values for these design
parameters, however. It is now proposed to investigate the influence of reason-
able changes in these parameters. We can do this by successively varying
each design parameter in equation (7.4) as an independent variable, noting
the effect on any chosen dependent variable. The dependent variables of most
interest are FjN and LN .
In paragraph VII. 6 it was demonstrated that the most reasonable pro-
cedure in the cycle evaluations was to hold LN as a fixed percentage of its
maximum value, in which case the resulting F/N would strike a balance
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between operating costs and fixed charges which experience has proved to
be reasonable. Consequently, LN is now held constant while other design
parameters are varied, and the results expressed as savings or increases in
the heat transfer surface F/N.
Certain of the variables in equation (7.4) are not design parameters; that
is, they are not physically subject to independent variation by the design
engineer. The quantities EQ, fi, yB , yb , Pr and LN are all functions of the gas
and waterside temperatures, and are thus dependent variables of the quantities
tg , M, twv Xe , and x, whose effects as independent variables have previously
been calculated. Holding these constant, equation (7.4) may be rearranged to
J? £)0A89 £0.255
— = (constant) (7.21)N
(eCT)1 .254 (Jp )(,255(_^
a) Tube diameter
Holding other parameters constant,
^2)0.489 (722)N
For example, halving the tube diameter to 19mm (and accepting the attendant
increase in cleaning cost and the possible increase in e due to dirtier tubes),
would make it possible to decrease the heat transfer surface to (0.5) -489 — 71.3%
of its previous area.
Change in D also affects the Reynolds number. Its primary effect, for
average a and £, is as in equation (7.22). By its effect on the Reynolds number,
however, it has irregular secondary effects through its influence on a and £.
For more exact results these should be evaluated for the particular Reynolds
numbers concerned by the empirical data of [13], [15], [16], and/or [38].
b) Heat transmission factor
From (7.21), the direct influence of e is
F 1
A secondary influence is that, for a first approximation, the tube tempera-
ture has been assumed equal to the waterside temperature. In the determination
of LN , the error from this assumption, for e = 0.9, has been calculated to
average less than 1%. A substantial decrease in e will increase the error to
the point it may no longer negligible. This may be roughly accounted for as
follows:
Q = F\ (tg - twaU ) = F e hg (t„ - tw)
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or V'waU Ki) — \tg~twaIU (7-25)
For {LNmJLNmar ) = 85%, A tx is reasonably constant at about 40 C.
With tg as the independent variable, we can utilize this value to obtain a
rough uncorrected value of tw . Substituting this same value of A tx for (tg — twaJ1 )
in equation (7.25) enables estimating a corrected tWl . Assuming that the other
temperatures vary proportionately, the L
n
versus tWl curves of figure 20 may
be entered with the corrected and uncorrected values of tw to determine an
approximate variation in L
n
(and hence LN , since LN r^Ln for constant M).
The curves of figures 22, 23 and 24 may then be consulted to determine the
effect on F/N.









. Their influence on a and t, must be taken from the empirical




(ct)" 1 -254 (7.28)





d) Variation in pressure drop, A p
Care must also be taken to examine the secondary influences on a and £.
Ap influences the Reynolds number, through its effect on the velocity w;
and a and £ are functions of Re.
e) Variation in cp
The steam generator calculations were made on the basis of pure air as
the exhaust gas from the gas turbine, since the most reliable data available is
based on this substance. For varying amounts of fuel burned in the combustion
chamber (varying x), we will vary the properties of our combustion gases.
This will not have appreciable effect on the heat transfer coefficient (hg );
but through the influence on cp , it will make a difference in the total enthalpy




With a higher x we
have a higher cp ; and for a given gas turbine exhaust temperature, we can
thereby obtain more work from the steam cycle.
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This effect is reflected in figure 25, wherein the values of 0.85 LN
are plotted versus t
g ,
for various x.
VII.8. Effect of regenerative feed heating
The curves of figures 22, 23 and 24 were prepared for cycles without
regenerative feed heating; that is, for x = 0. Adding this new variable greatly
increases the number of numerical and graphical calculations required. No
general pattern was found, but the following points were established.
First, a complete calculation for various x and Xe were made for tg = 350 C,
FjN = 0.25. This established that the X
e
for maximum LN was essentially
independent of
x-
Thus, once the optimum X
e
was established for x — 0>
other values of X
e
could be ignored in calculating the benefits to be gained
by regenerative feed heating.
The percentage gain in LN was found to be considerably greater at smaller
values of FjN, amounting to 10% gain in LN for tgi = 350 C, FjN = 0.25.
For values of FjN in the usable range for industrial installations (L x jL x,1 o V I\ max 1 ->raajr x ,
aa 0.85), the optimum gain amounted to only 4% for the cycles calculated.
The maximum gains always occurred in the general vicinity of x = 25% to 30%.
From these calculations it can be concluded that a small amount of re-
generative feed heating for the waste heat steam generator would result in
modest gains. The actual gain would have to be calculated for each individual
case. In any event, the gain would not approach that of a normal steam
cycle; and a regenerative feed heating system of the size encountered in a
normal plant would generally result in loss rather than gain in specific work.




With the steam cycle and gas turbine characteristics determined, these
components may now be arranged to form a variety of combined cycles.
The simpler arrangements have been selected for detailed calculation; since
experience with the development of the gas turbine has indicated that, although
the more complex cycles may have attractive characteristics from a thermo-
dynamic viewpoint, their development tends to be retarded by troublesome
mechanical difficulties. The basic components and flow paths of the working
fluids for the cycles selected are diagrammed in figures 26 to 31. In addition
to the features diagrammed, the effects of intercooling in the compressor and,
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where applicable, of regenerative feedwater heating in the steam cycle are
also investigated.
Symbols used in figures 26 to 31 are:
c = Compressor
Cond = Condenser
CC = Combustion Chamber
GT = Gas Turbine
P = Pump
SG = Steam Generator
ST = Steam Turbine
As can be seen from the diagrams, cycles II and II a are equivalent to
cycles I and la with relatively low pressure steam plants added to each to
utilize part of the otherwise wasted heat of the gas turbine exhaust. In cycles
III and III a the steam generator has been made integral with the combustion
chamber. It there serves to cool the gases in the chamber from the combustion
temperature to the maximum allowable turbine entrance temperature, thus
obviating the necessity of great amounts of excess air for this purpose. In
cycle IV the steam generator is divided. The high temperature portion receives
heat from the high temperature gases in the combustion chamber; the low
temperature portion, from the "waste" heat of the gas turbine exhaust. Cycle
IV a is the same cycle with a regenerator added between the gas turbine
exhaust and the low temperature portion of the steam generator. This arrange-
ment results in a lower stack temperature and a better cycle efficiency than
for a corresponding cycle with the positions of the last two elements reversed.
CYCLE Ea
CYCLE E
Fig. 26. Cycle II diagram. Fig. 27. Cycle II a diagram.
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The bulky items in any cycle are usually the heat transfer apparatus.
To be practical, this apparatus must not be excessively large in comparison
to the power output of the cycle. The regenerator in each of the above cycles
has been properly proportioned to the gas turbine output; and the steam
generator has not been allowed to exceed a size carefully related to the steam




Fig. 28. Cycle III diagram. Fig. 29. Cycle Ilia diagram.
CYCLE W















Fig. 31. Cycle IVa diagram.
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The analyses have been made for open cycle gas turbine arrangements.
There are, of course, certain advantages in closed-cycle gas turbine plants.
Lighter gases or higher mean gas pressures can be used to improve regenerator
effectiveness without increase in size of this component, for example. This
would tend to improve the overall efficiency. The closed-cycle plant has certain
additional losses, however, in the air heater and in the after-cooler. In the
final analysis the full load efficiencies of the two types are not far different;
and any advantages claimed for one type over the other generally lie in part-
load economy, initial cost, weight and space requirements, or in relative
maintenance costs. For a thermodynamic analysis based on full load conditions,
the plants with closed cycle gas turbines show similar overall efficiencies to
those of the open plants. It is to be noted that since all the heat supplied to
the working fluid of a closed cycle gas turbine must be transferred through
metal tube walls, the closed cycle will be much more severely limited as to
maximum cycle temperature than will be the open cycle.
In cycles II and II a large amounts of excess air are used in the combustion
chamber to hold the exit gas temperature to that required at the gas turbine
inlet. Thus the gases at the steam generator entrance still contain considerable
oxygen, giving rise to the possibility of burning additional fuel in the steam
generator. Thermodynamically, this is practically equivalent to cycles IV
and IV a. A considerable increase in heat transfer surface will be necessary
to hold the same stack temperature, however, since the benefits of pressurized
combustion are lost; and, as will be seen later, the mean temperature difference
between combustion gas and steam is less. Additional burners and furnace
refractory will also be required in the steam generator.
To demonstrate that cycle IV is equivalent to cycle II with this additional
combustion in the steam generator, let us assume equal pressure ratios for
the compressors and gas turbines of the two cycles. If we divide the remaining
processes of each cycle into a series of infinitely small steps, we will find
differences in the loss of available energy in corresponding steps of the two
cycles, since the temperatures throughout the two cycles are not identical.
However, by properly selecting the point at which we begin and end each of
a series of corresponding finite steps, we can prove that the transfer of available
energy to the working fluid and the loss of available energy for each step is
the same for both cycles, and that the cycles are therefore thermodynamically
similar.
Let us consider that the combustion chamber process of cycle IV is ar-
bitrarily divided into three steps. First, sufficient fuel is burned to raise the
gas temperature to the gas turbine inlet temperature (/4 ). Second, additional
fuel is burned until the maximum practicable amount of oxygen in the com-
bustion air is consumed, thereby raising the temperature an amount A t.
Third, heat is transferred to the steam cycle to cool the combustion gases by
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the amount A t, back to the temperature of the gases at the beginning of
step two. The gases then pass through the gas turbine, and drop in temperature
to the gas turbine exit temperature tb .
For the modified cycle II the first step of the combustion process is
identical: sufficient fuel is burned to raise the gas temperature to tt . Thus the
loss in available energy in step one of the combustion process is the same
for each cycle. Further, the available energy and the enthalpy at gas turbine
entrance are also essentially the same for the two cycles. The only differences
are those due to the slightly different combustion gas properties; since the
gases of the modified cycle II contain more excess air at this point.
Step two of the combustion chamber process for cycle IV corresponds to
the combustion process in the steam generator of the modified cycle II. Equal
amounts of fuel are burned in the two cycles during this step, since equal
amounts were burned in step one; and the total fuel burned in each cycle is
equal (i. e., that amount necessary to consume the maximum practicable
amount of the available oxygen). Therefore, neglecting small differences in
Cp, the temperature rise A t will be the same in each case.
In step three of the combustion chamber process of cycle IV the combus-
tion gases are cooled by the amount A t until the gas turbine inlet temperature
£4 is again reached. The heat transferred to the steam is equal to that supplied
by the combustion of fuel in step two. A corresponding cooling for step three
of modified cycle II will result in the same amount of heat transferred to the
steam cycle and in the same temperature drop in the combustion gases. Since
steam can be generated at the optimum (same) temperature and pressure in
each cycle, the energy transferred to the steam cycle in this step will have
not only the same absolute value but also the same availability after the
transfer process.
Now, considering the net effect of what has taken place in steps two and
three, we find that equal amounts of fuel have been burned in each cycle,
and that equal amounts of available energy have been transferred to the steam
in each cycle. Further (neglecting small differences in gas properties due to
changed composition after the additional combustion) the state of the com-
bustion gas in each cycle is the same at the conclusion of step three as it was
at the beginning of step two.
The next step considered in each cycle is the identical cooling of the
combustion gases from tb to equal stack temperatures. The waterside tempera-
tures and pressures are again identical for the two cycles; hence both the ab-
solute quantities and the availability of the energy transferred to the steam
cycles will be equal.
Since the gas turbine and the compressor of cycle IV operate at the same
initial temperatures and through the same pressure ratios as the like com-
ponents of the modified cycle II, the losses of available energy will be the same
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in each case for these components. This is also true of all steam cycle compo-
nents.
Thus each process in cycle IV results in the same transfer and in the same
loss of available energy as in the corresponding process in the modified cycle II,
even though the processes do not take place in the same order. The two cycles
are thus thermodynamically similar; and a separate numerical evaluation of
the modified cycle II is not necessary.
By similar reasoning, cycle IV a results are the same as would be obtained
by burning additional fuel in the waste heat steam generator of cycle II a.
Even though the purely thermodynamic calculations for cycles IV and
IV a are respectively the same as for cycles II and II a with additional com-
bustion in the 'waste heat" steam generator, there are certain practical
differences. Until such time as burning coal in a combustion chamber whose
exhaust gases pass through the gas turbine is fully practical, only oil or gaseous
fuels could be used in cycles IV and IV a. In the modified cycles II and II a
coal can be burned without difficulty in the steam generator. Thus in some
areas of the world part of the fuel requirements could be satisfied with a
cheaper fuel.
To gain this advantage, however, the waste heat steam generator of
cycle II (or II a) must be converted to a fired steam generator, with fire-box,
coal handling equipment, combustion-control apparatus, and more expensive
metal in part of the unit. In addition more heat transfer surface will be required
than for the steam generator of cycle IV. First of all the, higher heat transfer
rates that accompany pressurized combustion have been lost. Secondly, the
mean temperature difference between gas and steam is less for the modified
cycle II (or II a).
It will be noted that the temperature rise A t in step two of the com-
bustion chamber process of cycle IV began at the gas turbine inlet temperature.
Step two of cycle II involved the same temperature rise, but starting at the
gas turbine exhaust temperature. In step three for both cycles the gases were
cooled through the identical temperature range A t by transfer of heat to
the steam cycle. Thus the mean gas temperature of step three is lower for the
modified cycle II than for cycle IV. Since the steam-side temperatures in both
cycles are the same, the temperature difference across the heat transfer sur-
face of the modified cycle II is less. (The same holds for a comparison between
cycles II a and IV a).
If it is desired to use only coal as a fuel, part of it could be gasified to
produce a gaseous fuel for the initial combustion chamber of a modified cycle
II or II a, and the remainder burned in the steam generator.
Alternatively, the initial combustion chamber could be replaced by an
air heater coil in the steam generator. The absolute value of the total energy
released in the combustion process will of course be the same as in the foregoing
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cycles. If the heat transfer surface is of sufficient size, the enthalpy and the
available energy of the air throughout the gas turbine cycle will also be as
before (neglecting the small differences between the characteristic properties
of air and combustion gases). The same holds for the steam cycle. Thus, even
though available energy may be lost in differing amounts at various points
in the three types of cycles considered (cycle IV, cycle II with combustion
in gas turbine combustion chamber and in steam generator, and cycle II
with combustion in a combined steam generator and air heater) the total
losses are the same, and the cycles are thermodynamically similar. The reason-
ing also holds for these same three cycles with regenerators in the gas turbine
circuit.
In the order last mentioned, however, each cycle requires successively
greater amounts of heat transfer surface. In an actual installation it might
well be necessary to compromise the efficiency of the coal burning cycle to
avoid excessive cost and size of plant. Finally, use of an air heater severely
limits the maximum working fluid temperature of the gas turbine cycle.
VIII.2. Calculation procedure
a) Cycles II and Ila
The calculation method is quite similar to that for the gas turbine cycles
alone. An additional pressure drop must be added: I—
—J
= 0.02 for the steam
generator. The calculation proceeds in a straight forward manner until the
enthalpy of the exhaust gases from the gas turbine cycle is determined (point 5
for cycle II; point 6 for cycle II a). The gas tables are entered with this enthalpy
and with the appropriate x (see paragraph II. 1), to determine the temperature
of the gases entering the steam generator. The steam cycle net work can then
be read directly from figure 25. The total cycle work is the sum of the net
outputs of the steam and gas turbines. The efficiency is this total cycle work
divided by the heat supplied in the combustion chamber.
b) Cycle III
In the following cycles the amount of heat supplied the cycle is limited
only by the amount of fuel which can be burned per kilogram of entering air.
The combustion chamber is under pressure; it is therefore desirable to make
it small. Consequently, the rather conservative figure of 35% excess air
(x = 0.75) is chosen. This results in a heat release of 2190 kj/kg, regardless
of compressor pressure ratio. Of this only 2102.4 kj/kg (deducting 2% each
for combustion chamber and stray losses) is usable in the cycle.
The total enthalpy available immediately after combustion is thus
i2 + 2102.4 (refer figure 28 for state notation). i4 is obtained from the gas
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tables for tt = 700 C, x = 0.75; and is subtracted from the above total enthalpy
to determine the heat transferred to the steam cycle. The rest of the gas
turbine cycle proceeds as before.
How can the heat supplied to the steam cycle most efficiently be used?
It is noted that the combustion gases are always at a temperature in excess
of 700 C — usually far in excess of this temperature. The limits on steam
cycle maximum temperature are therefore only those imposed by the present
state of development of the steam cycle itself. This maximum temperature
has been arbitrarily set at 600 C. With steam turbines calculated as outlined
in chapter V, and without regenerative feed heating, the maximum utilization
of heat supplied (r)
st
= 36.55%) is obtained by initial steam condition t = 600C;
p =180 ata.
The gain due to regenerative feed heating may be directly calculated by
the methods of [37], since no limitations of steam generator temperature
differences or utilization of exhaust heat here apply. With regenerative feed
heating, 42.9% of the heat supplied the cycle can be converted to shaft work.
(The detailed assumptions are as in paragraph V.4.)
The steam turbine work is then added to the gas turbine net work to
obtain the net work of the cycle. This is divided by the heat supplied the cycle
(2190 kj/kg) to obtain the cycle efficiency.
c) Cycle Ilia
The calculations for cycle Ilia are similar to the above except for the
addition of the regenerator and its appropriate pressure drops. The total
enthalpy of the gases immediately after combustion is now (2102.4 + i3 ).
i3 is determined by (is — i2 ) = ^e(H~H)-
It is found by trial that the gas turbine calculations are negligibly affected
by a change in x. This latter variation does, however, have an appreciable
effect on i4 and i5 . i4 may be read from the gas tables for the appropriate f4
and x. Assuming that Li for the turbine remains unaffected by varying x,










This procedure enables accurate cycle calculations without the necessity of
repeating the turbine calculations for varying x.
d) Cycles IV and IV
a
For the steam portion of these cycles, the steam generator heat transfer
diagram will be similar to figure 21. Let us consider first the case for a gas
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turbine pressure ratio II = 0; i. e., no gas turbine at all in the cycle. The tem-
perature corresponding to t
g
of figure 21 will be the theoretical combustion
temperature; and the combustion gas cooling line (labeled mg on figure 21)
will have a very steep slope. It is thus evident that the critical temperature
difference will be A £4 . For a steam generator of infinite heat transfer surface,
A tt = 0. This gives a base point for calculating the maximum possible work
from the steam cycle (LN ), as outlined in the preceding chapter.
Examining cycle IV for the case II > 0, we will have a transfer of heat
from the combustion gases to the steam cycle as the gases cool from combustion
temperature to the maximum permissible gas turbine inlet temperature. For
this section of the steam generator, as in cycle III, the heat transferred will
be equal to 100% of the enthalpy drop of the combustion gases, namely
(i2+ 2102.4) -*4.
The combustion gases next drop in temperature (and enthalpy) in the
gas turbine, without heat transfer to the steam cycle. The gases then enter
a waste heat steam generator at the temperature of the gas turbine exhaust (t5 ).
Following the reasoning outlined near the end of paragraph VII. 6, a practical
waste heat steam generator will transfer approximately 85% of the maximum
possible heat to the steam cycle. As long as the combustion gas cooling line
is steeper than the water heating line in the economiser (which condition does
exist for all IJ encountered in these calculations), this heat transferred will
amount to 85% of the combustion gas enthalpy difference between tb and L.
Here L = temperature of feed water entering the steam generator (C).
Thus
q^ = (i2 + 2102A-ii) + 0.S5(iB -if) (8.4)
and
LN„ = VstQst^ (8-5)
where qst^ = total heat transferred to the steam cycle.
(Following through the above procedure for the limiting case of IJ = 0,
and adding an air preheater, results in an average steam generator efficiency
of slightly over 90% for a straight steam cycle.)
The advantages of regenerative feed heating cannot be determined without
numerical computations, for reasons discussed in paragraph V.4. Therefore,
for each gas turbine pressure ratio the steam cycle output is calculated for
various values of x, and the maximum cycle output used for the final overall
efficiency curves. The methods of [37] are used to determine 17,,,.
For the higher values of x and the lower values of tA , in some cases the
gas temperature at regenerator outlet (t6 ) is lower than that of the feedwater
at economiser inlet (t
f ).
There is no "waste heat" portion of the steam generator
under such circumstances, and the cycle becomes identical with cycle Ilia.
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work to obtain the cycle work, and the total divided by the heat supplied
to the cycle (2190 kj/kg) to obtain the overall cycle efficiency.
The individual cycle efficiencies are plotted in figures 32 to 37. For graphical
comparison the maximum efficiency of each cycle (including the straight gas
turbine cycles) is plotted as a bar graph in figure 38. The straight steam cycle
is also included for purposes of comparison. This is the t = 600 C, p = ISOata
cycle used above, with an assumed steam generator efficiency of 90%.
The pressure ratio for the gas turbine portion of each cycle is indicated
on its corresponding bar. As outlined in paragraph III.l, practical design
considerations impose an upper limit on this pressure ratio. Those pressure
ratios which lie above this limit are enclosed in parentheses on the bar graph;
and the corresponding efficiencies would be very difficult to obtain in practice.
The practically obtainable efficiency for any desired lower pressure ratio may
be obtained from the cycle efficiency curves.
e) Cycle specific work
The term specific work up to this point has always been based upon unit
mass of either steam or gas. The overall cycle specific work should take into
account that both fluids are flowing in parallel through the combined cycle.
The cycle specific work is therefore defined as
NL
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This reasoning also applies to a normal steam plant; since this cycle also
has, in reality, the same two working fluids.
Since the state of each working fluid is determinable at any point from
the cycle calculations, the mass flow ratio (M), if not already determined
previously, may be calculated from a first law heat balance on the steam
generator.
mgAig = mwAiw (8.8)
where A ig = drop in specific enthalpy of the combustion gases in the steam
generator (kj/kg),
and A iw = rise in specific enthalpy of the water (steam), in the steam genera-
tor (kj/kg).

















The cycle specific work has been calculated for the maximum efficiency
point of each cycle; and the results plotted as a bar graph in figure 39. As a
matter of interest, the maximum steam pressure in ata of the steam portion
of each cycle is indicated on its corresponding bar.
f ) Power output limitations
Each type of prime mover has certain inherent upper and lower power
limits beyond which it cannot operate at competitive efficiencies. These limits
are not sharply defined; and the special circumstances surrounding the choice
of a prime mover for a given application cause countless deviations from the
generally established pattern. But where efficiency and long life are of major
importance, the pattern at present is as follows:
For very low powers, under 100 horsepower, the normal choice is a gasoline
engine. From 100 horsepower to about 10,000 horsepower the diesel engine
is the most efficient power plant available. Above about 50,000 KW the steam
turbine plant is unchallenged. Its efficiency begins to fall rather rapidly at
lower powers; but because of its ability to burn a variety of fuels, its low
maintenance costs and the flexibility of layout afforded by this type of plant,
it is in widespread use down to powers of 5000 KW and less. The position of
the gas turbine is not firm, although it has rapidly established itself for applica-
tions wherein efficiency and long life are secondary to plant size, weight, or
first cost. Where efficiency is of first importance, the hope of the gas turbine
is the field between the large diesel and the large steam plant, say 7500 KW
to 30,000 KW.
The detailed calculations of this study have been based on design para-
meters of long life high efficiency plants. It is of interest to establish appro-
ximately the power limits within which the calculated efficiencies may be
expected to apply.
As previously indicated, cycles III, Ilia, IV and IV a utilize a steam
plant of the maximum efficiency practically obtainable today with a non-
reheat cycle. Steam is generated at a pressure of 180 ata and a temperature
of 600 C. For normal steam plants with this maximum temperature and
pressure, overall efficiency is relatively constant for power outputs of about
60,000 KW or greater. Efficiency falls if such a plant is designed for lower full
load power.
This is due to a deterioration of turbine stage efficiency as the volume rate
of steam flow decreases below a certain value. As volume flow decreases,
blades necessarily become shorter; and tip and clearance losses become pro-
portionately larger. Empirically [39], this decrease in stage efficiency is very
gradual until a volume rate of flow of about 2 m3/sec is reached. Below this
flow rate the decrease in stage efficiency is quite rapid.
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with inlet steam at 600 C and 180 ata will have a volume rate of steam flow
of 2.3 m3/sec at the exit of the Curtis stage. Utilizing the data of [39], this
volume flow rate will give an average stage efficiency (excluding the Curtis
stage) of about 88%, as assumed in paragraph V. 1. (This value is prior to
the correction for moisture, where applicable.)
This gives us a criterion for calculating the minimum size of plant to
which the efficiencies calculated for each cycle will apply ; namely, the volume
flow rate at the entrance of the steam turbine (or at the exit of the Curtis
stage, if present) must be 2.3 m3/sec or greater. A similar check must be
made for the gas turbine.
With data from the previously completed cycle calculations, the steam
turbine power that results from this minimum steam flow rate may be deter-
mined. The mass flow ratio M is already known; therefore the gas turbine
useful output may also be calculated. The sum is the minimum power output
at design load at which the calculated efficiencies may be expected to be attained.
Lower power outputs can be obtained, of course, by using smaller volume
flow (thereby reducing turbine efficiency) or lower pressure at turbine inlet
(thereby decreasing basic cycle efficiency).
The results are plotted as a bar graph in figure 40. The shaded portion
of each bar represents steam turbine power; the unshaded portion represents
gas turbine net output. The percent of total power that is furnished by the
steam turbine is indicated by the figures atop the shaded areas.
g) Availability diagrams
It is perhaps of interest to analyze a few of the cycles from the point of
view of the second law of thermodynamics, to indicate wherein the greatest
losses of availability — and hence the greatest possibilities for improvement
of cycle efficiency — he.
The concept of availability was first introduced in 1889 by Gouy [12]
who used the term "energie utilisable". Stodola [45] used the term "technisch
freie Energie"; and utilized the concept in cycle analyses. In the English
literature the subject of availability and second law analysis is thoroughly
covered by Keenan [22].
The availability of a substance can be defined as the maximum work
which it can theoretically produce under a given set of boundary conditions,
unaided by other than cyclic changes in the surrounding medium. The avail-
ability of the chemical (or nuclear) energy of a fuel is defined as 100%; since
it is conceivable that a reversible heat engine, operating between an infinitely
high upper temperature and a sink temperature of absolute zero, could convert
all of this energy to useful work. For a steady flow process such as those in-
volved in the cycles of this study, it can be shown [22] that the availability
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of a quantity of working fluid is equal to its available enthalpy (^4). This is
defined by
A = (I-T S)-(I -T S ) (8.10)
Here / and S are, respectively, the enthalpy and entropy of the quantity
of working fluid at its present state ; and I and S are the enthalpy and entropy
of the working fluid at sink temperature (T ) and sink pressure (p ).
A working fluid may gain or lose availability in a given process. If heat
is transferred to a working fluid, for example, its increase in availability is
the excess of its availability as it leaves the process over its availability as
it enters the process. It may lose availability through cooling, through the
production of useful work, or through irreversible actions — such as throttling,
heat transfer across a finite temperature difference, of the production of fric-
tion work. The degree of irreversibility of a process may thus be measured
by the loss of available energy occasioned by these irreversible actions.
The states of the working fluids entering and leaving each component of
the cycles under consideration can be determined from the cycle calculations.
The difference between the availability entering and the availability leaving
is the loss due to irreversibilities. The results of availability analyses of re-
presentative cycles are presented as Sankey flow diagrams, figures 41 to 45.
VIII.3. Analysis of results
a) Effect of intercooling
From figures 32 to 37 it is evident that intercooling does not give the
same advantages that it does for the gas turbine cycle alone. In essence, inter-
cooling consists of the removal of useful energy from the cycle, and generally
results in a reduction in the mean temperature at which heat is supplied to
the working fluid. This in turn results in a greater loss of available energy.
Only when overbalancing considerations are present is this advantageous.
For example, when a regenerator is used as the final element in the com-
bustion gas flow path, intercooling the compressor results in cooler air at the
regenerator inlet. This allows a greater heat transfer from exhaust gas to
incoming air than is possible with a regenerator of the same effectiveness in
a non-intercooled cycle. Thus the air temperature at combustion chamber
inlet, and the mean temperature at which heat is transferred to the working
fluid, are lowered relatively little in comparison with the non-intercooled
cycle. On the other hand the exhaust gas temperature is considerably lower.
Thus the available energy discarded in the stack gases, and the mean tem-
perature of heat rejection from the cycle, are markedly lower. These last













































































in overall cycle efficiency. This is illustrated by the numerically calculated
efficiency curves for cycle Ilia, figure 35.
Cycles II, II a, IV and IV a each have a waste heat steam generator as
the final element; and the stack temperature is little affected by intercooling
in the compressor. Intercooling has little effect on the exhaust gas temperature
of cycle III as well, which has no heat recovery apparatus following the gas
turbine. It does, however, reduce the mean temperature at which heat is
supplied to each of these cycles. For these cycles the losses due to inter-
cooling are therefore greater than the gains, as evidenced by the curves of
figures 32, 33, 34, 36 and 37. (The one exception is cycle IVa for *4 = 700 C,
wherein t6 < tf under most conditions — thereby obviating the waste heat
portion of the steam generator and making the cycle identical to cycle Ilia
for these conditions.)
The question sometimes arises as to the possible advantage to be gained
in preheating the steam cycle feedwater by circulating it as a coolant in the
compressor intercoolers, in lieu of all or part of the normal feedwater preheating
by the use of bled steam from the steam turbine. This would result in increasing
the heat supplied to the steam cycle, and also in increasing the specific work
output. The gain can be estimated by calculating the maximum possible rise
in feedwater temperature if circulated as cooling water in the intercoolers,
and by calculating the additional work produced in the steam turbine by the
steam that would otherwise have been bled for regenerative feed heating to
produce this same rise in feedwater temperature.
From the previous cycle calculations, the mass flow ratio M and the state
of each working fluid throughout a given cycle have already been determined.
Assuming that the temperature difference between air and coolant in the
intercooler must nowhere be less than 15 C, the maximum practicable tempera-
ture rise of the feedwater in the intercooler is calculated. This corresponds to
a certain fractional rise above hotwell enthalpy (x). From the curves of figure
20 the saving in steam turbine work can be estimated.
No other steam cycle characteristics are affected, since the total feedwater
preheating remains unchanged. The only change has been to substitute the
compressor intercoolers for one or more of the feedwater heaters nearest the
condenser.
It is in no case possible to recover the entire heat of intercooling. The
condensate leaves the condenser at a temperature higher than that of the
outside cooling water, which is at sink temperature. If we maintain a minimum
temperature difference of 15 C between air and coolant in the intercooler,
only part of the cooling can be accomplished by the condensate, and it will
always be necessary to accomplish the final heat removal by a separate cooling
coil supplied with outside cooling water.
Since the specific heat of water is about four times that of air, the mass
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flow ratioM must be greater than 4 to obtain a terminal feedwater temperature
exactly 15 C lower than that of the hot air entering the intercooler. For
M < 4, and a single intercooler, this terminal feedwater temperature will be
correspondingly lower. For multiple intercoolers the feedwater will enter each
succeeding intercooler at a higher temperature, and will extract proportionately
less heat from the compressed air. All these factors must be considered in the
calculations.
Figures 32 and 33 illustrate that cycles II and II a operate more efficiently
without intercoolers, if the heat removed from the compressed air in the
intercoolers is discarded. To determine possible gains by preheating feedwater
in the intercoolers, the procedure is therefore to calculate the possible improve-
ments from this source in cycles II 1 and Hal, and compare the efficiencies of
the thereby improved intercooled cycles with the previously calculated results
for the non-intercooled cycles.
The numerical calculations reveal that utilization of the heat of inter-
cooling results in very little improvement in efficiency for cycles II 1 and
Hal. The steam turbine work is only a fraction of the total useful work of
the combined cycle in these cases (on the order of 20% to 30% — see figure 40);
and any improvement in steam cycle efficiency has but small effect on overall
efficiency. As a result, the non-intercooled cycles are considerably more
efficient. Intercooling does improve the gas turbine specific work, however.
Specifically, the intercooled cycles with heat recovery in the intercoolers
show about a 20% gain in specific work at the cost of about 2 1 /2 efficiency
points (2 1 /2%), in comparison with the non-intercooled cycles.
In cycle III the gain due to heat recovery from a single intercooler
just about equals the loss in overall cycle efficiency due to intercooling. Dis-
counting the effects of the additional pressure drop occasioned by a larger
than normal intercooler, there would be an overall efficiency gain of about
one-third of one efficiency point (0.33%) at negligible change in specific
work. For the high compressor pressure ratios involved, the main advantage
in intercooling would lie in the simplification of the compressor design problems.
Use of two intercoolers results in an appreciable loss in efficiency.
In cycle Ilia use of a single intercooler with heat recovery yields a gain
of about four-tenths of an efficiency point (0.44%) at a negligible loss in specific
work compared with optimum efficiency condition without this feature. Re-
sults with two and three intercoolers yield negligible changes in both quantities.
Introduction of this feature in cycles IV and IVa results in slight losses
in efficiency and negligible gains in specific work, compared with the non-
intercooled cycles, except for cycle IVa at the lower gas turbine inlet tem-
peratures. Under these conditions the exhaust gases from the regenerator are
at such a low temperature that no waste heat portion of the steam generator
is practicable; and the cycle becomes identical with cycle Ilia.
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b) Effect of regenerative feed heating
Cycles II and II a utilize only the waste heat steam generator as a source
of heat supply to the steam cycle. The beneficial effect of regenerative feed
heating for such a steam cycle is rather small, as discussed in paragraph VII. 8.
Further, the steam turbine furnishes only a fraction of the total cycle output.
As a result, regenerative feed heating produces only a slight gain in overall
cycle efficiency — less than half of one efficiency point (0.5%) at best. The
effect on other cycle characteristics is negligible.
For cycles III and Ilia the available temperature differences are quite
large, and the advantages of regenerative feed heating are unquestioned.
The gain is about five efficiency points (5%) at maximum cycle efficiency.
The efficiency curves of figures 34 and 35 are calculated with optimum practical
regenerative feed heating (refer paragraph V.4).
For cycles IV and IV a the advantages of regenerative feed heating cannot
be established without numerical investigation. Use of regenerative feed
heating will result in higher stack temperatures; since, unlike the normal
steam cycle's steam generator, these plants have no air preheater following
the economises Thus it is possible that any improvement in steam cycle
efficiency may be offset by a reduction in the amount of heat transferred to
the steam cycle.
The cycles were cylculated with various amounts of regenerative feed
heating, and the optimum values were chosen for the curves of figures 36
and 37. The gain averages two to two and a half efficiency points at maximum
cycle efficiency. Maximum gain was usually with x between 30% and 40%.
c) Comparison of cycles
Figures 38 and 39 illustrate that, even with high temperatures, the simpler
gas turbine cycles do not approach the normal steam cycle in either efficiency
or specific work. Adding the steam cycle to the gas turbine exhausts (cycles II
and II a) gives a superior efficiency only if the gas turbine can be designed
for high initial temperatures. The specific work is higher than that of the gas
turbine alone, but still not as high as that of the steam plant. Use of a re-
generator in this cycle gives some improvement.
The remarkable feature of these cycles is the practicability of building
very high efficiency plants for low power outputs. For example, use of cycle
II a with 850 C inlet temperature gas turbines makes it possible to build a
15,000 KW plant with an efficiency equal to that of the largest and most
modern reheat steam plants — plants which must have output powers in
excess of 100,000 KW to attain such an efficiency. Interpolating the data
to estimate the possibilities with longer life 800 C inlet temperature gas
turbines (many of which are in operation today), we find that a combined
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cycle small power output plant, using inexpensive low pressure and low
temperature steam generating equipment and steam turbine, will attain the
same overall efficiency as an expensive high pressure, high temperature straight
steam plant of necessarily much larger power output. This characteristic
makes these cycles particularly attractive for such applications as small
industrial plants, stationary power plants in remote areas, or commercial
marine power plants.
Interestingly, if the steam generator is placed before the gas turbine,
with no provision for utilizing the gas turbine exhaust heat (cycle III), the
plant efficiency is practically unaffected by gas turbine inlet temperature.
As pointed out in chapter VI, the steam generator for this cycle would be quite
small in comparison with that of a normal steam plant, yet the efficiency
and specific work are nearly as great. This should make this arrangement
particularly attractive where a heavy premium is placed on space and weight
considerations — as, for example, in a large naval power plant.
Only with cycles Ilia and IV a will a plant with a gas turbine inlet tem-
perature of 700 C produce an efficiency greater than that of the normal steam
plant. Since the steam generator operates with high gas side pressures and
high temperature differences between gas and steam (or water), the combined
plant would be less bulky than that of cycles II and II a. Since the specific
work is also quite high, this saving in bulk is further enhanced.
Cycle IV gives the same efficiencies at the higher gas turbine temperatures,
with about the same size plant, as cycle Ilia. Cycle IV a gives slightly better
efficiencies, at the cost of additional plant equipment.
The efficiency gains of cycles Ilia, IV and IVa over that of the normal
steam cycle do not appear to be particularly great — no more than could be
obtained, for example, by the simple addition of a stage of reheat to the
straight steam cycle. It should be noted, however, that these are gains over
the basic steam cycle used for comparison; and similar gains could be made
above the reheat cycle efficiency, if that were used as the basic steam cycle.
Further, a gain of even one or two efficiency points is an item of major im-
portance in a very large power plant.
d) Conclusions
(1) The combined steam turbine-gas turbine power cycle has very attrac-
tive theoretical, possibilities for high thermal efficiencies. When designed to
practical equipment sizes, however, the efficiency advantages over normal
cycles are, in general, rather modest.
(2) The outstanding advantage of the combined cycle is that efficiencies
normally obtainable only in turbine plants of very high power outputs can
also be realized in relatively low power output plants.
(3) One of the combined cycles can be used to produce plants of very
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large power outputs and reasonably high efficiencies with low space and weight
requirements — considerably lower than those of normal steam plants.
(4) Certain of the combined cycles, suitable for large central station
generating plants, demonstrate small but important efficiency gains over
straight steam plants for the same purpose.
(5) The combined cycle reahzes its greatest advantages only when the
maximum permissible gas turbine inlet temperature is considerably in excess
of the maximum permissible steam temperature.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of Reheat Factor for a Cooled Turbine
A.l. "Perfect Vapor" Relationships
Within limits, the perfect gas relationships can be applied to certain
processes involving real gases or vapors without undue loss of accuracy. These
limits can be greatly extended by use of the similar "perfect vapor" relation-
ships [48].
For a perfect vapor
pv = wRT (a.l)
where o> is a function of p and T.
By definition, for an isentropic process,
pvK = constant. (a -2)
Care must be taken to note that for a perfect vapor, k / cpjcv ; but rather,




where kt is the empirically determined exponent in the equation
pvKT = constant (a. 4)
for an isothermal process.
For a perfect gas: a> = kt = 1.




-pdv-\ -vdp + vdp = vdp
K— l K — 1
-(pdv + vdp) = -d(pv) = vdp (a. 5)K— 1 K—l
By the first law of thermodynamics:
dq = du + dL (a. 6)
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For most processes involving a system of constant composition, we can re-
present total work by d L = pdv.
Therefore dq = du + pdv = di — vdp. (a.7










or i = -pv + i* (a. 10
K — 1






Therefore T = ^—^ _L- (a. 13
and w= (a. 14
k p
Applying the second law of thermodynamics to equation (a.7)
dq
rec
= T ds = di — vdp (a. 15
The foregoing were derived, in large part, by the use of isentropic pro-
cesses between state points. T, i, p and v, however, are vapor (or gas) properties
and are independent of the process used. With the restriction that k and R
be sufficiently constant for the region considered, these equations will thus
be applicable in the general case for those real gases and vapors wherein cu
is constant for constant s (i. e., a> is a function of the property s).
Experience data shows [48] that these conditions are quite well satisfied
for air, for superheated steam, and also in narrow regions for carbon dioxide.
Combustion gases, comprising principally nitrogen, excess air, superheated
steam, and relatively small amounts of CO and C0 2 , can be expected to show
only slight variations from the perfect vaport laws. Therefore the below
derivations are applicable to both steam and gas turbines.
A.2. The Cooled Turbine Stage
The following is principally an extension of [44] and [47].
Considering first a turbine with infinitesimally small stages, we can
assume a polytropic process within each stage, and
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Vst « Vp
The definition for the polytropic exponent n is
pvn = constant
Operating as earlier with equation (a. 2) we obtain
n




d{pv) = - — di
j K ~ l n j-van = —
—
r rf *r k n — l
vdp = di—d qrev









We can represent the polytropic process in our infinitesimal stage as a series




Fig. 46. Cooled turbine stage.
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I — isentropic expansion from p to (p — dp)
II — reversible heat transfer to the working fluid of the friction energy, dq
III — reversible heat transfer from the working fluid of the heat of cooling,
dq
c
(for cooled turbine blading)
By the definition of the stage efficiency r)
s( , the internal work of the stage
is (for infinitesimal stages)
dLi = (Voidis = {r]p )dis (a.21)
and dq
f
= (1 - Vst ) dia = (1 - -qv)d i8 (a.22)
Expressing the heat transferred in cooling the turbine (dq
c ) in relation to the











= {r]p + tp -\)dis (a.25)
From figure 46:
di = di
s + d qrev = (r)p + gp)d is (a.26)




(vP + ip -l)dia = 1 = k-1





or n = ——-—; (a.29)
K-{Vp + Sp)(K - 1 )
A.3. "Reheat" Factor for a Multistage Cooled Turbine
If the blade temperature is kept relatively constant throughout a cooled
turbine, the heat transferred per stage will be largely controlled by the varying
temperature difference between the working fluid and the blades. Such was
the situation for the water-cooled turbine in chapter II. The calculations were
thus carried through stage by stage, which automatically accounts for the
'reheat" factor.
If, however, we have a turbine or section of turbine for which we can
assume an average cooling loss factor £, which can be considered as remaining
relatively constant from state to stage, we can develop a general formulation
of the "reheat" factor. This will also hold for the uncooled turbine by merely
setting £ = 0.
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Referring to figure 47, A is is defined as the stage isentropic enthalpy
drop, and A i is defined as the actual enthalpy drop per stage. The overall
turbine efficiency tjt is defined by the equation
Vt =
or, for constant rj^,
whence the reheat factor
L Z( Vst Ais )
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For an isentropic process:









K _ lPo-o[l (£) (a.41)





For a polytropic process (i. e., number of stages = oo and rj
sl
= rjp ) by-
similar reasoning we obtain
n-l
Substituting (a.43) in (a. 35):
and finally combining with (a. 32) and (a.42)










Now let us consider a turbine with a finite number (2) of stages, all of









For the second stage:
K-l
(J^ = ^T^[1- (i)
"




XAis = -^-j[p v + p1 v1 + p2 v2 + +pz_ 1 vz_ 1 ] 1
-\jj-j
"
For the polytropic process within the stage:
?W = lh v i n
n-l n-l
n-l
similarly pa wa = Pl vx Ijj-J
"
= Po wobj-J
and Vz-i vz~i = v^AjjA
Pi
(2-D
The formula for the sum of a geometric series [18]
:
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Combining with the definition of the reheat factor (a. 32) and with equation
(a.42):
(1+^,77 =
Finally comparing with (a.45) we find that
(l+p)so,/7





(The dimensions of each quantity are in parentheses following its de-
finition. For dimensional system used, and symbols therefor, see paragraph
1.3.)
A Available enthalpy (kj)
B Ratio of steam turbine work with bleeding to turbine work without
bleeding (dimensionless)
C Specific working fluid velocity, absolute, in turbine blading (dimension-
less)
Also degrees Centigrade (C)
D Tube diameter (m)
F Heat transfer area (m2 )
G Maximum gain obtainable by regenerative preheating of feedwater in
steam cycle (dimensionless)
H Steam cycle auxiliary power (dimensionless)
/ Enthalpy (kj)
K Degrees Kelvin (K)




LN Net useful work (kj/kg)
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M Ratio of gas flow to water flow in steam generator (dimensionless)
N Power (KW = kj/sec)
Nu Nusselt number = hDjX (dimensionless)
P Percent of G obtainable by partial feedwater preheating in a finite
number of heaters (dimensionless)
Pe Peclet number = Re Pr (dimensionless)
Pr Prandtl number = cp ^jX (dimensionless)
Q Heat (kj)
R Gas constant (m2/sec2 C)
Re Reynolds number = Dw yjp. (dimensionless)
8 Entropy (kj/C)
T Absolute temperature (K)
W Specific working fluid velocity, relative, in turbine blading (dimension-
less)
X Steam quality (dimensionless)
a Specific available enthalpy (kj/kg)
b Blade chord (m)
c Working fluid velocity, absolute, in turbine blading (m/sec)
cp Specific heat at constant pressure (kj/kg C)
cv Specific heat at constant volume (kj/kg C)
d Differential increment
/ Cross-sectional flow area (m2 )
h Heat transfer coefficient (kj/m 2 C sec)
i Specific enthalpy (kj/kg)
k Overall heat transmission coefficient (kj/m 2 C sec)
I Length (m)
m Mass (kg)
Also symbol for meter (m)
n Polytropic exponent (dimensionless)
p Pressure (kg/msec2
,
or ata — atmospheres, absolute)
q Heat per unit mass (kj/kg)
rk Kinematic reaction (dimensionless)
s Tube spacing, in diameters (dimensionless)
t Temperature, Centigrade (C)
Also specific entropy (kj/kg C
u Wheel speed (m/sec)
v Specific volume (m3/kg)
w Fluid velocity, relative (m/sec)
x Percentage of combustion gas which consists of stoichiometric com-
bustion products (dimensionless)
z Number of tube rows or turbine stages (dimensionless)
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A Increment in the quantity whose symbol follows
A t Logarithmic mean temperature difference, ^———- (C)
At2






IT Pressure ratio (dimensionless)
E Summation
Y Ratio of blade perimeter to blade chord (dimensionless)




1 — 1— I (dimensionless)
K-l
^k (tt) — 1 (dimensionless)
Q Yl—h -y sin ocA +2-^ (dimensionless)
a Turbine working fluid absolute velocity direction, measured from axial
(degrees)
fi Turbine working fluid relative velocity direction, measured from axial
(degrees)
y Density (kg/m3 )
8
(,
Axial clearance between turbine blade rows (m)
e Ratio, gas side heat transfer coefficient to overall heat transmission
coefficient (dimensionless)
£ Friction factor in tube banks (dimensionless)
Loss coefficient (dimensionless)
rj Efficiency (dimensionless)
& Tube thickness (m)
k Isentropic exponent (dimensionless)
A Heat conductivity (kj/mCsec)
jx Viscosity (kg/msec)
v Turbine velocity ratio (dimensionless)
£ Cooling loss factor (dimensionless)
77 3.14159
p Reheat number (dimensionless)
a Tube bank arrangement factor (dimensionless)
t Blade spacing (m)
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Zusammenfassung
Beim Gasturbinen-ProzeB erfolgen die Warmezufuhr und die Warme-
abgabe im allgemeinen bei hohen mittleren Temperaturen. Fur den Dampf-
turbinen-ProzeB liegen die entsprechenden mittleren Temperaturen bedeutend
niedriger. Eine Kombination dieser beiden Einzelprozesse ergibt einen ProzeB
mit Warmezufuhr bei hoher mittlerer Temperatur und Warmeabgabe bei
einer Temperatur wenig oberhalb der Umgebungstemperatur. Fur diesen
kombinierten ProzeB ergibt sich daher theoretisch die Moglichkeit, einen ho-
heren Wirkungsgrad zu erreichen, als dies fur die beiden Einzelprozesse allein
moglich ware. Bis zu welchem Grade diese Wirkungsgrad-Verbesserung in
praktisch auszufiihrenden Anlagen verwirklicht werden konnte, kann nur
durch eine sorgfaltige, eingehende Untersuchung iiber die Einfliisse der Irre-
versibilitaten der zueinander in verniinftigem GroBenverhaltnis ausgelegten
Einzelprozesse bestimmt werden.
Die Charakteristiken der Einzelprozesse werden durch detaillierte Unter-
suchungen ermittelt. Es wird eine Methode entwickelt zur Berechnung des
Einflusses der Wasserkiihlung in Gasturbinen hoher Temperatur. Fur eine
Standardreihe von Dampfturbinen werden die Charakteristiken berechnet.
Fur den Warmeubergang in Dampferzeugern werden allgemeine Beziehungen
entwickelt, welche in einer neuartigen Methode zur Analyse von Abwarme-
Dampfprozessen verwendet werden. Die Einzelprozesse werden in verschie-
denen Schaltungen miteinander kombiniert und die resultierenden ProzeB
-
Charakteristiken berechnet.
Obgleich der Wirkungsgrad-Gewinn von richtig ausgelegten Anlagen mit
kombiniertem ProzeB gegenuber konventionellen Anlagen bestenfalls nur be-
scheiden ist, weist doch jeder der kombinierten Prozesse wichtige Vorteile
auf. Wird ein Gasturbinen-ProzeB mit einem Niederdruck-DampfprozeB er-
ganzt, der die Abwarme des Gasturbinen-Prozesses ausnutzt, so ist mit einem
kombinierten ProzeB relativ kleiner Leistung (10 000 kW bis 20 000 kW) der-
selbe Wirkungsgrad erreichbar, wie mit einer sehr groBen (100 000 kW)
Dampfturbinen-Anlage mit Zwischenuberhitzung.
Der Einbau von Verdampfer- und Uberhitzerrohren in den Brennraum
der Gasturbine ermoglicht eine auBerst kompakte Anlage hoher Leistung,
deren Wirkungsgrad nur wenig tiefer liegt als derjenige einer sehr groBen
Dampfkraftanlage ublicher Bauart. Werden in den Abgasstrom der Gasturbine
einer solchen Anlage Warmeaustausch-Apparate eingeschaltet, so nimmt wohl
die GroBe der Anlage zu, aber zugleich wird ein wesentlicher Wirkungsgrad-
Gewinn seitens des Dampfprozesses erreicht.
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